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FOREWORD

The Mental Health Program of the Southern Regional Education

Board (SREB) was established by the Southern Governor's

Conference in 1954 to facilitate mental health training and

research. One of the areas of research that has come to the

fore in the past five years is prograt evaluation. SREB under-

took a project to facilitate state level mental health program

evaluation under contract number ADM-42-74-90(OP) from the

National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) in 1974. It has

become apparent that one of the major concerns of the states

in the overall area of program evaluation is that of setting,

monitoring and using mental health standards. Most state men-

tal health agencies have little experience in the deveiopment

and use of standards of their own, although they have long

been concerned with helping their operating programs to meet

the standards of outside organizations such as the Joint Com-

mission on the Accreditation of Hospitals.

For the past year the SREB project has focused its efforts

on the matter of state level mental health standards. This

publication sets forth the issues and recommendations of the

program evaluators and standards administratc!)rs who worked

with SREB staff as a "Committee of the Whole" and as sub-

committees to pool their experience and judgments.
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INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1974, when the Mental Health Program of the

Southern Regional Education Board undertook a project* to

facilitate state level mental health program evaluation, the

14 states of the South were surveyed to learn more about the

status of mental health program evaluation within the state

mental health agencies. The project also surveyed which as-

pects of program evaluation were of special concern and found

that one of these was the matter of state level standards.

Until recently most state mental health agencies gave

little systematic attention to standards other than to help

their operating programs to meet the standards of various

outside agencies such as thb federal government, the Joint

Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals or the state health

departments. Under a variety of stimuli from third party

payers, court orders, legislative mandates, advocacy groups

and the overall complexity of the systeffis for which they

were responsible, several states have either developed and

are beginning to use standards for various aspects of their

programs, or they are seriously contemplating doing so. How-

ever, there are few guidelines for such an endeavor.

The Program Evaluation Project, supported by Con,tract No. ADM-42-
74-90(0P) from the National Institute of Mental Health.
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InMarch of 1975 the Program Evaluation Project sponsored

a regionwide workshop on the subject of "Setting and Monitor-

ing StandardS in a State Mental Health Agency." (A report of

the workshop is available from SREB.) One of the recommenda-

tions of that workshop was a request that SREB give further

assistance to the states, in formulating guidelines for devel-

oping, monitoring and using standards within a state mental

health agency.

Since the summer of 1975, the project, with further con-

tract support from NIMH, has turned its attention to the

matter-of standards. An overall Committee of the Whole was

chosen, made -up of the persons with major responsibility

for standards activities within the 14 state mental health

agencies. In some cases, these were the same persons who

had primary respcinsibility for program evaluation, but they

were often different persons. The Committee of the Whole

(which is listed in Appendix A) met several times during the

year. There were also smaller subcommittees- that met with

staff to discuss specific aspects of standards, to pool their

knowledge, experience and judgments and to prepare a publica-

tion of issues and recommendations regarding the use of stan-

dards by a state mental health agency.

The project staff conducted a survey of the activities of

the state mental health agencies in the area of standards. A

report of that survey is given in Appendix B.

vi
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The-project also conducted a regional workshop in Decem-

ber of 1975 on the more practical and operational aspect-of

standards setting and monitoring. The report of that work-

shop was published in State Mental Health Standards: How To

Do It, which is available from SREB.

This publication is the result of all these activities.

It offers guidance and recommendations to persons in state

mental health agencies who would be most concerned with

whether to develop and use state mental health standards and,

if so, how to proceed. If standards are to be used, then

their primary use should be as management tools to assure a

higher quality of mental health care within reasonable re-

sources rather than as coercive devices to simply control

costs. This publication is thus directed particularly to

state mental health agency directors and members of their

management teams and support systems such as the budget

offices, legislative committees and board members. It also

is designed for persons within the state mental health agen-

cies who are responsible for developing, monitoring and gen-

erally administering standards programs. And it may be of

interest to representatives from citizen advocacy groups,

professional societies and third party payers.

Chapter 1 of this report provides a summary overview on

developing, monitoring and using standards along with some

of the issues still to be addressed and some potential problem
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areas. The later chapters go into various aspects of stan-

dards setting, monitoring, staffing, etc. in more detail. It

was decided to use this format--a rather terse overview chapter

to begin the report so that the reader would quickly have a

whole picture; the later chapters will then have more meaning

in the context of an overall standards program.
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CHAPTER 1

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH STANDARDS

This first chapter is an overview of standards as they might

be developed, monitored and used by a state mental health

agency and provides a comprehensive look at the issues to

be considered in the matter of standards. The later chapters

will expand on individual aspects, and will offer much more

detail and exploration of the issues and alternatives.

The state level mental health administrator and his staff

must first of all decide whether to have standards. A decision

must then be made on what objectives are to be met, and whether

standards are the best way to meet them. The dispersal of the

mental health delivery system to a number of community based

programs where they are more difficult to direct and review

makes the use of standards more desirable now than formerly.

Furthermore, the demands for accountability from third party

payers, legislatures, federal agencies and advocacy groups are

-making standards increasingly necessary. But the state-mental

health administrator still has the option of not setting a

standards process; instead he may simply help the operating

programs to meet the many outside federal, national and state

health department standards.

1
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MANAGEMENT USES OF STANDARDS

A major purpose of having a state level standards program

is to improve the overall management of the mental health pro-

grams -for which the state agency has responsibility. Standards

can ,tae used only to assure that programs are in compliance with

some outside group's expectations, but a much more significant

use is to improve the internal mana( f the mental health

agency itself.

While standards have the overall, ;purpose of assuring- clients,

families and support grorps of the quality of facilities and ser-

vices, the state agency has the option of several specific uses

of standards. Among them are:

Licensure

Accreditation

Detection and correction of deficiencies

Decisions about allocating funds

Program development

Staff development

Program evaluation

Cost control

Legal protection

Assuring fund entitlements

Assuring that programs remain within previously
agreed-upon parameters.



Some of, these'uses are inherently more authoritarian

than others. Mental health standards began as entirely

Voluntary measures of program quality, but recently there

has been a trend to use standards in more regulatory and

controlling ways. The state mental health administrator

4.11 want to think this issue through carefully. Rewards

and facilitation are usually more effective motivators of

behavior than punishment and control. The standards may be

developed and monitored to- meet both kinds of uses, but the

adMinistrator will want to be careful about the overall tone,

procedures.and applications to assure that the authoritarian

aspects do not predominate and cast a controlling image over

the whole process.

This will require careful attention in announcements;

procedures, wording and application of sanctions and rewards

based on standards. The administrator will also have to use

great care in selecting and supervising the persons who ad-

minister the program.

. Some of the uses of standards are highly regulatory and

will be developed in a formal process for filing as state

regulations. Others are administrative procedures or directives

within the agency itself. And others are more in the nature of

optional guidelines for programs. Thus, the tone of the stan-

dards will range from a mandatory base of required items to a

set of optimal or ideal items that are expected to be useful

3
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to programs. In between are intermediate levels of standards

that may be useful for differential levels of funding or pro-

gramming',

Regardless of the uses to be made of standards, it is

well to keep in mind that standards are only measures. They

are not regulations, directives, orders, etc. However, the

standards are often contained within these various administra-

tive directives as measures that are considered to be evidence

that the conditions of the regulations are met. Sometimes

standards are stated in numerical terms that denote how many,

how much, etc. This is particularly true of standards that

are based on the norms from a large sampling of similar pro-

grams. Other standards are written so that the answers are

"yes" or "no," particularly standards which the standards

setters have judged to be desirable characteristics of pro-

grams without reference to any sampling of programs. These

standards are likely to be qualitative items such as qu'dlity-

of-life standards or standards relating to confidentiality.

Standards may be written for inputs of programs or facil-

ities (i.e., space standards or staffing standards) or for

processes (i.e., the operating procedures), or for outcomes

of programs. (While industry commonly bases its standards

on outputs which can be easily observed and measured, the

human service programs have been more inclined to set input

or process standards, because of the fact that there is little

4
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consensus about outcomes on which standards could be based).

Standards may be written for facilities, programs, clinical

services, administrative services or support services (i.e.,

pharmacy, dietary, volunteer services).

The mental health administrator will do -well to exercise

great care in the development, implementation and use of a

standards program to- assure that it is working to facilitate

program development. He must also be alert to detect and

correct early problems that may jeopardize the whole program

if allowed to go on unresolved.

DEVELOPING STANDARDS

Once the decisions have been made about whether to have

standards and which kinds to have, the agency will undertake

the standard setting process. This involves three stages:

planning, writing and promulgation.

PLANNING

A first step is to have a decision from management that

standards will be formulated and used. Then the persons re-

sponsible for developing the standards will familiarize them-

selves with the many federal, national and state standards

that already impact on the state's operations. In many

instances it will be sufficient to use the existing standards

of these other organizations.

5
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The standards developers will also need to decide which

are the 'significant aspects of programs that the standards

are to address. There is no point in writing standards for

inconsequential aspects of programs.

DEVELOPMENT

The persons responsible for standards development will

also analyze the expectations of agency leaders, legislators,

client groups, etc., about standards and their impact on pro-

grams. It is especially important to identify the philosophies

upon which the programs and standards will be based. Failure

to M4ke the philosophies explicit is a major cause of later

conflict about standards and how to interpret them.

The standards developers should also decide in the plan-

ning stages all of the uses that are to be made of the stan-

dards, because the uses will determine what the standards will

be, how they will be worded and how they will be monitored.

A proposed plan of development is then prepared and sub-

mitted to the management team of the agency for approval and

modification. The proposal may suggest a committee approach,

a consultant approach, or a library approach, or some combina-

tion.

WRITING

The standards writing process is tedious, but it will be

greatly speeded if the initial planning has been thoroughly

6
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done. Each standard contains a carefully stated series of

items to be used to measure an element of a program or

facility. It is followed by statements of definition, pur-

pose and interpretation. The standards will specify the

levels of performance or the characteristics of programs so

that they can be accurately and reliably measured. They will

ordinarily avoid jargon or.technical terminology, and their

language will vary depending on whether they Lre mandatory,

intermediate or optional standards.

Standards ordinarily provide an element of flexibility

by holding mandatory-standards to a minimum and offering a

range of acceptable measures for items whenever possible.

This will allow for geographic, economic or technological

variation.

The overall standards program should strive to cover

only essential items. It should provide flexibility within

items, but the program should remain relatively stable so

that all persons affected by the standards can know what

to expect.

The, standards document will have an introductory state-

ment of purpose, a glossary, a statement of the monitoring

process, a statement of the uses to be made of the standards

and the procedures for appeals.

7



After the document is prepared, it is given wide circu-

lation for review and comment by persons who will be affected

by the standards. After appropriate revision and approval by

legal counsel, the standards are usually field tested and

given a final revision.

PROMULGATION

The standards are then implemented by agency directive or,

if they are to become part of formal regulations, they are

filed with the appropriate state agency and published in the

state's administrative register. The standards are promulgated

to all who will be affected; orientation programs are conducted

and mechanisms are set in place for consultation and other forms

of technical assistance.

It is also important to design a process for evaluating

the standards and the monitoring process, both as they are

implemented (to identify and resolve any problems) and over

a longer period of time to plan appropriate refinements =and

revisions.

MONITORING

Monitoring is the process of gathering data to measure

how actual program performance compares with the standards

and to develop plans for correcting any deficiencies. The

results of monitoring may also-be used for decisiohs about

licensure, allocating funds, evaluating programs, identifying

8
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problemareas, comparing programs and preparing staff develop-

ment programs. Monitoring is a key step in reporting to ad-

ministrators, legislators, funders, and the public how well

the programs are achieving their specified levels of care.

In preparation for monitoring there will be considerable

education, both for persons in the programs to be monitored

and of the persons who will do' the monitoring so that all

ate- familiar with the procedures and how they will be applied.

Training for surveyors is especially important to assure that

they are knowledgeable about the standards and psychologically

prepared= to be surveyors.

There are several questions to be decided about monitor-

ing: whether there will be allowable variations for programs

with different forms of organization, resources, etc.; whether

there will be weighting of certain items; whether the measures

are valid and reliable; and what degree of compliance will be

expected (substantial, real or full).

The monitoring itself may be done by review of data from

reporting forms or by review of clinical record:7, or by visits

to overall programs, or by inspection of premises--or some

combination of these. There are several methods of monitor-

ing that may be used:

Self-reporting

An inspector general

9
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An interdisciplinary survey team

Per review

.Audit review of selected items

All except self-reporting require a survey visit which

involves scheduling, conducting an orientation session at

the start of the survey visit, anda conference at the close

at which the findings are reported. This is followed up with

a written report stating strengths, weaknesses and areas re-

quiring correction.

The program is then asked to submit a plan of correction

for any areas found to be out of compliance.

There are several potential problems and conflicts in

standardS programs. Among them are:

Overlaps and cOnflicts between the standards of
different agencies

Standards being used for purposes other than those
for which they- were. intended

Frequent changes in standards

Credibility concerns when the same persons set and

monitor standards

Conflicts between quality assurance and cost control

Costs of preparing for site visits.

10
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ORGANIZING AND STAFFING

L

In organizing and staffing a standards program within

the state agency, there are many options. Basically these

focus around centralization versus decentralization. There

may be a completely centralized program in a department of

human resources; or in a department of mental health-; a

regionalized program; or a program decentralized t9 individual

program areas (i.e., alcohol programs, mental retardation pro,

grams, mental hospitals).

Full -time staff may be employed for developing and moni-

toring of standards or the personnel may be drawn from other

agency operations. There are advantages and disadvantages

of each, but overall there are real advantages to having at

least some full-time staff devoted to the standards program.

There are also advantages to separating the persons who

develop standards from those who monitor them. The developers

are much more likely to be drawn from the operating programs

while the monitors are more likely to be from a standards

office.

The standards office may be an independent office attached

to the staff of the agency head, or it may be combined with

various other offices such as evaluation, program services,

or administrative services. In any case, it will have func-

tional relationships to all of these as well as to staff

development and to the field operations.

11
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The standards office should see itself as an integral

part of management that makes its reports in timely, con-

cise and readable form. The office must be aware of the

administrator's philosophies and yet carry out its work in

as objectiVe and facilitative a fashion as possible, with

proper attention to the overall social}, political and pro-

fessional context within which the agency functions.

There is no specific training program for a standards

administrator. The _job is primarily administrative rather

than clinical; however, it is well for the person to be a

skilled clinician- and program director who has broad under-

standing and experience with the program areas to which the

standards will apply. The persons who do the site surveys

must be knowledgeable about the program areas and the kinds

of facilities abdut which they are making judgments.

Standards administrators must have a sense of organiza-

tion and a sense of systems to envision all of the purposes,

philosophies and procedures that are involved. The person-

ality of the individual is also important. This individual

must have traits which are facilitative rather than controll-

ing, and must be able to exercise authority without conveying

an authoritarian attitude.

12



TRENDS FOR THE FUTURE

CORE STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES

One trend which is likely to be refined for the future

is to formulate a single set of standards and procedures

that can be-used for many purposes, ranging, from mental

health and mental retardation programs to drug abuse and

alcoholism programs--and from mandated items to optional

items. There are presently too many sets of standards,

too many monitoring groups and too much harrassment of

operating programs by standards groups. Efforts are being

made by the Psychiatric Facilities Council of the Joint Com-

mission on the Accreditation of Hospitals to develop core

standards. This is a commendable step. Also there is a

need for commonly accepted procedures and acceptance by

different agencies of all monitoring responsibilities cen-

tered in a single agency.

This will require careful planning and trusting- collab-

oration by many groups, but something of this kind is essen-

tial in order to reduce the time and efforts consumed by

operating programs in preparing for and being monitored by

the many diverse groups to which they must be responsive.

GRADING AND MULTIPLE USES

Up to the present, most sets of standards have been used

for single purposes. In the future it is likely that stan-

dards will be developed and monitored in such a way that the

13
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same overall set of standards can be used for multiple pur-

poses. Thus, standards for each element will have several

different levels stated in the standards document. A single

set of monitors will measure the existing level of perfor-

mance, and this basic monitoring information will be used

for several purposes such as licensing, differential funding,

developing plans of correction, staff development, etc.

There is likely to be grading of programs as well as

graded levels in the standards themselves. The programs will

be allowed to charge differential fees or will be funded -dif-

ferentially according to the grade level which they achieve.

This will provide a mechanism for flexible rewards with an

incentive for program improvement. There are only a few

experimen41 standards programs of this kind at present.

CORRELATION OF QUALITY STANDARDS AND COSTS

A critical issue that will be addressed in the future is

the correlation of quality standards and costs: Too often

current standards are based almost exclusively on the concept

of quality assurance with almost no concern for costs. Often

the agency responsible for cost control is entirely separate

from that responsible for quality standards. The most likely

approach to cost control is then to deny payments for programs

that are found to be out of compliance. This controls costs,

but it sometimes forces programs out of business when the

14
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costs Of bringing programs into compliance outweigh the

benefits to be attained from the program.

Not all quality standards require additional funding,

but many do especially standards that relate to facilities

and staffing. In a few instances standards will control

costs by ruling out expensive or unnecessary procedures

that lie outside the parameters of-the Standards.

One likely approach for the future is to tie the decisions

about quality standards closer to the financing mechanisms.

Standards will be reviewed by funding groups as well as by

program professionals before they are approved and implemented.

Another possible approach is to acknowledge that there are

different levels of facilities and programs that will receive

different levels of funding. This will be a difficult step

for the-mental health field which has tended to assume that

there is only one acceptable level of care and that is the

finest. This concept has grown out of the private practice

orientation of the private and academic sectors. However, it

is doubtful whether our nation's resources are sufficient to

espouse this philosophy for all services when the funding

responsibilities will lie with taxpayers and third party

payers.

Another possible approach is to establish cost standards.

Cost standards have only rarely been used (i.e., "administra-

tive costs shall not exceed x percent of the contract "1, but

15



they offer one possible way to control costs. They will pose

tensions with quality standards in many cases, but they will

put the burden on program managers to use the least costly

procedures whenever possible.

OUTCOME STANDARDS

Another area of need for the future is the further develop-

ment of outcome standards in the field of mental health. Becaut,e

of the variability of outcomes in mental health and because so

many factors influence outcomes other than just what the pro-

grams do (i.e., patient compliance, the economy, community

attitudes), there has been reluctance to develop outcome stan-

dards. Thus, most existing standards in mental health (and all

of the human services) are based on inputs and processes. The

inference is that these standards will have an impact on ser-

vice outcomes, but this is often a tenuous relationship at

best. A few experimental efforts are underway to develop out-

come measures based on social functioning as well as on purely

psychological or psychiatric criteria. Much work remains to

be done, but it is an area that must be given greater emphasis

so that standards can be related more to outcomes than exclusively

to inputs and processes.

16
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CHAPTER 2

MANAGEMENT USES OF STANDARDS

State and federal mental health administrators have been

slow to move into the development and use of standards.

Until relatively recently there was little reason to do

so. There was almost no agreement about what constituted

quality standards for mental health care, and there was

little advantage to having standards. No payment plans

depended on standards. Furthermore, most mental health

prOgrAMS-Wetb:Inidef-the-dikedt operating authority of

state mental health agency.

the

There were also some negative features of standards

that discouraged most mental health administrators from

considering them very seriously:

They were costly in a time when funds were short-- -
especially if one tried to achieve quality standards.

The notion of standards from industry carried the
concept of standardization and uniformity which
were not applicable to mental health.

The idea of standards implied regulations of a con-
trolling sort. Many mental health administrators
had had unpleasant experiences with rigid licensing
standards which may have been appropriate for restau-
rants or general hospitals, but which were firmly

w. applied to mental health facilities as well.

All of thase factors made mental health administrators

reluctant to put their operating agencies into this kind of

situation.

17
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The past ten years has brought a huge expansion of funding

of mental health programs and a disp4isal of services to many

community based programs where it is more difficult to provide

administrative surveillance. The quality of programs and ser-

vices thus tends to vary--some excellent and some questionable.

There are wide variations in the costs and effectiveness of the

same kinds of programs in different parts of the state.

The state level administrator needs some way of providing

more specific program directions and assuring that the programs

operate within those parameters. Standards are a possible mech-

anism for doing this. Standards also provide a certain assurance

to patients, families and communities that the programs that

serve them are functioning within defined limits. All of these

factors, plus the greater public demand for accountability and

the fact that third party payments are increasingly being tied

to standards, are leading more and more state level mental health

administrators to feel that state standards are both desirable

and necessary.

While there are several broad objectives that may be achieved

through the mechanism of standards, these objectives depend upon

rather specific administrative uses of standards. The state men-

tal health administrator who is contemplating the develoPment of

standards must be aware of all of the possible uses and decide

which ones should be adopted by the agency. Standards may be used

as a basis for:

18
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Licensing, or otherwise authorizing programs to operate

Accrediting programs

Developing programs

Detecting and correcting deficiencies

Evaluating programs

Providing legal protection

Controlling costs

Allocating funds to programs

Assuring programs of fund entitlements

Defining program parameters

Reporting, to the ,public_regarding qualityassurance---

Standards are used as the basis for each of these functions

in the following ways:

LICENSING, OR OTHERWISE AUTHORIZING PROGRAMS TO OPERATE

Standards are frequently used as the minimum measures of

facilities or programs that shall be acceptable to allow the

program to operate. This is most often done through the legal

process of licensure. The minimum standards for licensure

usually pertain to the protection of the life, safety and he'alth

of clients. Fire and life safety standards are only some of the

standards that apply in the licensing process. Others include
^1.

laL.*Iry practices, disposal of environmental and patient wastes,

and sources of air pollution. Programs that cannot meet the

minimum standards are not allowed to operate or are closed down

if they have previously been licensed.

19
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,.(.1.
ACCREDITING PROGRAMS

Standards also may be used as the measures for accrediting

facilities or programs. Accreditation is usually a voluntary

process which recognizes facilities or programs that have met

certain standards at a level somewhat above the minimum stan-

dards required for licensure. There may be no-advantage beyond

being able to display a certificate as a badge of pride, but

frequently this process carries other benefits. For example,

accredited programs may be eligible to charge higher fees, or

to receive certain payment benefits, or to conduct training

programsbenefits which-are-not allowed-to-programs. that-are _-

licensed but not accredited.

DEVELOPING PROGRAMS

Standards are often used as the measures for program mana-

gers to use in developing programs. This is-particularly true

lof intermediate or optimal standards which become the program

patterns for administrators to use in guiding their program

activities. Standards help translate nebulous goals into

specific requirements; used in this way, they are purely adminis-

trative directives. They have no special legal, regulatory or

fiscal implications.

DEVELOPING STAFF

In a similar vein, standards may be used- as the basis for

training programs or for supervisors to use in their staff devel-

opment activities. In a sense, the standards are used as
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textbooks on expected- practices and quality for the training

of staff who work in the programs. Standards may also be used

for the education of board members, volunteers and funders.

DETECTING AND CORRECTING DEFICIENCIES

In many cases standards are monitored to detect areas in

which programs or facilities may be falling outside of the ex-

pected measures so that plans of correction can be developed

enabling the programs to achieve compliance with the standards.

The standards are then used much like a thermostat which regu-

larly monitors the room temperature and takes appropriate cor-

rective action to keep the room comfortable when the tempera-

ture goes above or below the predetermined measures.

EVALUATING PROGRAMS

Standards maybe used as a program evaluation device to

determine how the programs are functioning compared to the

standards--where they are overachieving, underachieving or

otherwise deviating from the standards. These determinations

may then be used for reordering programs, deciding on new pro-

grams or requesting new resources.

PROVIDING LEGAL PROTECTION

Standards may be used as a means to lessen the threat of

law suits or to defend any suits that may arise. The standards

are offered as evidence that the program or facility meets- cer-

tain procedures and characteristics which are generally deemed

to represent adequate levels of care. Standards may also



protect the program from charges that it acted in arbitrary

or capricious fashion since each standard is specified in

writing and is applied equitably across the whole mental

health system. The state also demonstrates its concern for

individual rights by having appropriate standards related

to privacy, confidentiality, permission for treatment, etc.

The state or local agency which can demonstrate that it is

in compliance with standards may lessen its chances of being

sued in individual or class action suits and may strengthen

the defense of any suits that may be filed. On the other hand,

programs which are not in compliance may thereby increase their

liability. It must be cautioned that having standards which

are regularly monitored and met does not guarantee that there

will be no suits. It simply lessens the likelihood: In a rare

instance, such standards might provoke a suit if an advocacy

group is seeking notoriety and feels that publicity might be

gained by suing a program which maintains especially high stan-

dards.

CONTROLLING COSTS

There is considerable rhetoric about using standards to con-

trol costs by refusing to make payments for services rendered

in programs that do not meet the standards or by not paying for

services that lie outside the parameters of the standards. In

fact, standards that assure high quality care are, paradoxically,

likely to increase costs. In a few places there are cost standards
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(i.e., standards for overhead costs or standards for adminis-

trative costs), but these are presently rather rare,

ALLOCATING FUNDS TO PROGRAMS

It is possible to use standards--and the extent to which

programs meet standards--as criteria for the allocation of

funds. This may, be done by allocating funds only to programs

that meet standards, or by assigning higher levels of funding

to programs that meet higher standards, or by allocating funds

to programs that do not meet the standards in order to help them

come into compliance.

ASSURING PROGRAMS OF FUND ENTITLEMENTS

The state agency may use appropriate standards and monitor-

ing procedures to assure that the operating programs for which

it has responsibility are in compliance to receive funds to which

they are entitled under various third party payment plans, includ-

ing federal payment programs. Similarly-, standards -may serve to-

reassure local funding groups such as county commissioners that

the programs they support are of acceptable quality although

these may not be entitlement programs in the usual sense.

DEFINING PROGRAM PARAMETERS

Standards may be used as the basis for defining the parameters

of acceptable clinical practices, facility use or personnel manage-

ment and limiting extreme variations. This is somewhat kin' -to the

process of standardization in industry, but it is usually less

drastic. Standards provide the descriptions of acceptable
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procedures and techniques and require any programs that deviate

to document and justify their practices or to cease them.

REPORTING TO THE PUBLIC REGARDING QUALITY ASSURANCE

A major use of standards is to have a mechanism to assure

the public through reports, certificates, etc. of the quality

of the programs which are available. This may be done through

certificates or plaques displayed in prominent areas, through

publicity in the media, in brochures and in annual reports which

announce that specific programs are in compliance with the stan-

dards. The clients and families and their referral agents then

have reasonable assurances of the quality of programs. The -pub-

lic expects and deserves to know that standards are clearly written,

monitored regularly, and that plans of correction are implemented

to remedy any deficiencies.

FACILITATION VERSUS CONTROL

It is apparent that some of these uses of standards are

inherently more authoritarian than others. Some administrators

will lean to the mandatory and regulatory uses while others will

more likely choose the facilitative and developmental uses depend-

ing on their own personalities and administrative styles.

These several uses of standards are not incompatible with

each other, but they must be carefully planned, because the stan-

dards will probably be developed, worded and monitored differently
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depending on which uses are to be made of them.

Initially, standards in mental health were purely volun-

tary as used by either the old Central Inspection Board of

the American Psychiatric Association or by the Psychiatric

Facilities Council of the Joint Commission on- the Accredita-,

tion of Hospitals for voluntary accreditation. Some states

later formulated optimal standards to be used as guidelines

for the development of various kinds of programs.

In recent years, however, the use of standards has become

more associated with the concept of regulation._ This regulative

trend is manifested by the use of such terms as "minimum stan-

dards," "assuring compliance," "licensure," and "cost control."

It is unfortunate that this- coercive aspect of standards has

become so prominent in everyone's mind, for it is perhaps the

least productive use of standards. The facilitative uses of

standards as guides for program development, staff development

and accreditation offer far more promise for achieving compliance

than do the regulatory uses. The carrot remains a better moti-

vator of behavior change than the stick.

Yet most standards have certain minimum regulatory aspects

as well as facilitative aspects. Thus, standards programs often

function much like the police department which has a primary

role of facilitating our society by directing traffic, helping

children and old people, eLc., but it also has a social control



function of arresting violators. Because the social control

function is so dramatic, there is a tendency for the police

department to be perceived primarily as a control agency al-

though the control functionS comprise only a small portion

of the work. Similarly the standards process is likely to be

viewed as a control function rather than as a facilitating

function unless this issue is carefully addressed.

In most cases the state mental health administrator will

want to use the standards as a management tool for directing

the state's mental health programs toward improved performance

rather than primarily to help them conformto the standards of

outside groups, or just to control costs. If this is so, the

administrator will be primarily interested in helping the pro-

grams to come into compliance with quality standards rather than

in cutting off fuhds, revoking licenses, or taking other kinds

of harsh administrative actions. The administrator must take

great care in how program of standards is announced, developed

and used.

The administrator will want to make it quite clear in'an-

nouncing a standards program that it is primarily an effort to

facilitate program development and direction rather than a con-

trol mechanism. Then the administrator must be careful about

the persons and processes that are chosen to administer the

standards program and how the standards are ultimately worded

and used. If the standards are frequently used in punitive
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ways, it will readily confirm the suspicions of the operating

program that the standards program is a control mechanism

after all.

It is preferable to develop a system of incentives and

rewards based on improved standards performance. Among the

incentives that might be used administratively to motivate

programs are extra funds, certificates, public awards, special

recognition in the media, letters of commendation and higher

grades.

.Because the .standards_process_is_so-dependent-upon-the-values-

and attitudes of the leaders of the programs, it is especially

important that the philosophies and values of the administrator

be articulated in the introduction to any standards document.

This matter of different value systems is probably the source

of more conflicts in the interpretation and uses of standards

than any other issue. The measures by themselves are clear, but

differing philosophies will cause them to be interpreted very

differently.

There are ways to combine several kinds and uses of standards

into a single standards setting and monitoring, process. There is

relatively little experience with this kind of combination, al-

though there are some examples. Thus, for example, some stan-
`1,

dards have included two levels of standards for several items,

one entitled "essential" and the other "recommended."
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There might be three or more levels within a single element

of standards, each of which would be used for a different purpose.

An example of such levels relating to a standard for clinical

records might be:

A clinical record of history, diagnosis and treatment
will be maintained for every patient. (mandatory)

An organized and bound clinical record of the history,
diagnosis, treatment and progress shall be maintained
for each client. This record will include signed lab-
oratory, x-ray and consultation reports that are readily
identifiable. (intermediate for special funding)

The clinical record system of choice is an individualized,
goal-oriented clinical record which contains the data base,
a problem list and treatment plan and has all of the treat-
ment and progress notes coded to the appropriate goal.
(optimal)

The surveyors would record the appropriate level of develop-

ment of each program's clinical records, and the results would

be used for the appropriate actions.

Some human service systems, such as the New York State

Nursing Home Authority, are experimenting with a grading system

based on such standards. Each nursing home will be scored so

that some will barely pass while others will make the honor

roll.
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ADMINISTRATION TO ATTAIN COMPLIANCE

Since for most administrators the major objective will

be to attain maximum compliance, it may be well to examine

the steps that tend to lead to the greatest achievement of

compliance. Among them are:

Involve the persons to whom the standards will apply
in developing the items and the measures.

Announce the standards, deadlines, procedures, etc.
clearly in writing.

Provide the reasons for. the standards and any guides
for interpretation.

Provide on-site surveys by a team of specialists when
possible. Single surveyors are likely to be suspected
of bias, but people much prefer to be visited rather
than to be judged by paper forms that they have filled
out and sent away.

Make the survey as colleagual as possible and have the
report focus on strengths, weaknesses and recommenda-
tions. This 'basic report should be given to the pro-
gram leaders before the survey team leaves the site.

Have written reports of survey findings and recommenda-
tions follow as soon as possible after the visit.

Have surveyors inquire as specifically as possible about
items not in compliance. Do not gloss over these areas
or be unduly harsh.

Accept "substantial compliance" rather than literal com-
pliance when feasible.

Have the program prepare a plan of correction for any
deficiencies with datelines.

Insist on early correction of deficiencies which require
little expense. Be reasonable about items that are more
costly.

Give notice of uncorrected deficiencies and schedule
actions in writing, but do not make them public.
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After full and fair warning writing, take the promised
action--again in writing and in private when possible.

Involve the programs to be affected in the review and modi-
fication of standards, procedures and uses.

These general principles provide for maximum input, flexibi-

lity and fairness. Not all steps are universally applicable in

all situations, but the administrator should strive to set as

many of these steps as are feasible.

QUALITY ASSURANCE VERSUS COST CONTROL

A few words need to be said about the uses of standards for

quality assurance versus control of costs. In many was these

are contradictory objectives because higher quality of programming

is likely to cost more money. Of course, there are many procedures

(i.e., having an individualized treatment plan for each client)

which assure a higher quality of programming and which=do not

necessarily cost money. These items should be given a -high priority

for compliance in a standards program. These include record-

keeping procedures, procedures for assuring privacy and confidenti-

ality and many quality-of-life standards.

However, there are many other items, especially input stan-

dards related to facilities and staffing which are likely to cost

considerable money. The administrator who sets high standards in

these areas must be prepared to expect higher costs. Mechanisms

for higher payment will have- to be linked to the attainment of
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these standards or the operating agencies will be forced out

of business. It may be possible for the administrator to waive

the full attainment of such costly standards provided that pro-

gress is being, made toward reaching them and provided that they

are not items that are critical to life safety.

The matter of containing costs through the use of standards

is usually managed by simply, refusing payments to programs that

do not meet the standards. This, of course, does not raise the

quality of the service; denies payment for the services. This

is likely to force the program out of buSiness. In some cases

this may be a desirable outcvme, but there are many rural areas

and inner city neighborhoods where closing out such programs

leaves the population with no services at all. The administra-

tor is then faced with the decision of whether no service at

all is better than services that do not meet the standards.

In the matter of standards for cost control there has been

little attention to the use of cost standards for differential

levels of care. Our society has tended to assume that there

is only one acceptable level of care in mental health, and

this is the very best. Perhaps society needs to explore the

possibility of different (but still adequate) levels of mental

health care, just as society accepts different levels of quality

and costs in housing, clothing, automobiles and other hard goods.

To some extent this notion exists in regard to graded levels of

nursing home care, but it has been given little systematic 'atten-

tion in the overall field of mental health.
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RELATIONS BETWEEN MANAGEMENT AND STANDARDS

Once the decision has been made to implement a program of

standards, it becomes the responsibility of the administrator

to announce the program, including its philosophies and uses,

and to select a staff and organize them to do thQ job. The

announcement and the selection of staff in many ways set the

tone and the acceptance of the program by the rest of the

management team and throughout the entire agency.

The matter of who is selected and how this person is super-

vised deserves special attention by the administrator. The per-

son selected must be a good administrator, but also must have a

personality suited to facilitation rather than to control.

The- administrator of the agency will do well to assure that

the person selected is oriented to the desired philosophies both

for the overall program operations and for the standards program

itself. This will require close supervision in the early stages

of the development and monitoring of the standards program.

Special attention should be given to any problems or contro-

versies that arise early in the program so that they are quickly

resolves' and not allowed to fester along to jeopardize the use-

fulness of the standards. Regardless of how well the standards

program is run, there will undoubtedly be some problems. There

nearly always are problems in any program, and they usually

reveal themselves before the benefits of the program become
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apparent. It is well to be alert to these and to take early

action on them.

Once the standards -program is in operation, it is the

administrator and the management team who takethe actions to

make administrative uses of the standards. The standards staff

report their findings to the administrator and to others on the

management team at both state and local levels, but the evalua-

tion of these findings and the-decisions for action lie with

management. In some cases, the standards office may be dele-

gated responsibility for assuring compliance and developing

plans for correction of certain items. However, the decisions

about licensing, funding, accreditation, program change, staff

development, etc. lie with the administrator and with others

on the management team.

Thus it is essential that the standards office have a re-

lationship to management that encourages the standards office

to report its findings in a useable fashion to management and

that expects management to report back to the standards office

on what actions have been taken-or what uses have been made of

the reports. This means that the necessary findings will be

extracted and presented to management in a concise and readable

form. The sta,%aards report may make recommendations or offer

interpretations of the findings for management, but these recom-

mendations should be separated from the report of findings them-

selves.
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One question that arises is whether to involve persons

from outside the state mental health agency and its operating

programs in the standards process--especially in the monitor-

ing process. In several places there have been representatives,

from professional associations or from citizen advocacy groups

such as the mental health associations involved in the develop-

ment of standards. If this is done, care Must be exercised

that these persons are working for truly meaningful standards

and nol: just for protection of their professional turf.

Obviously the decision about whether to involve such groups is

made by management, and the initial invitations to participate

are extended by the administrator.

Having such persons involved in the monitoring process is a

somewhat different matter, and this is less commonly done. 'Having

persons from the professional associations on the survey team

lends itself to a kind of cronyism in which the professionals

may attempt to use the standards m litoring to advance their

professional colleagues and values in the eyes of management.

This can be avoided, but it is a ten ency that must be watched.

The use of a person from citizen advocate groups on the

survey team has much to recommend it. It adds credibility to

the standards process, it facilitates communication with these

groups, and it adds valuable lay citizen perspectives and in-

sights. These persons should have training in the survey pro-

cess, much like that for other survey visitors, but they can
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be very useful to the administrative process. Obviously these

are decisions to be made by the administrator, and the adminis-

trator should negotiate the original contacts for such arrange-

ments.

It is also the responsibility of the administrator to see

to it that the standards themselves and the overall standards

process are periodically evaluated and modified in appropriate

ways. Some standards turn out to be of little use; others need

to be upgraded; new technology and new social values require

the establishment of new standards or the modification of old

standards. There is a tendency for the standards office, like

any other office, to expand and elaborate its functions. This

tendency should be watched very carefully. There are surely

ways in which the standards and the procedures for monitoring

and using them can be refined and improved, but there is also

considerable virtue in keeping the overall standards process

rather simple and flexible. It should be relatively unobtrusive.

It is the job of management to help the standards operation to

be as effective as possible in the management process while pro-

viding the least possible burden on the operations.
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CHAPTER 3

CONCEPTUAL ISSUES rN STANDARDS

This chapter and this publication present some of the concepts

and information about standards whicg it is hoped states will

find useful as they make their decisions about whether to have

standards and what kinds to have. It does not prescribe any

particular model or concept on which states should base their

standards programs. It cannot give absolute answers to many

questions which the states may have because the organization,

size and programs of the state mental health agencies vary so

greatly that it is not possible to proVide blanket answers How-

ever, there are some common issues and some common alternatives

which- any state will want to consider as it makes its decisions.

There is little overall consistency in the terminology and

philosophies regarding standards, and the same words and concepts

often mean different things to different people. Many of the con-

cepts have come from the standardization activities of industry,

and are equally appropriate for the human services area, but

there are some substantial differences, a major one being that

industry is able to standardize its products while the human-ser-

vices have not yet been able to accomplish this. The mental

health program administrator and the standards developers need

a clear undLrstanding of the conceptual issues before they

undertake a standards program.
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Many states have focused their attention on qualifying

their operating facilities (e.g., state mental hospitals and

institutions for the mentally retarded) under the accredita-

tion standards or regulations of some other organization. In

response to public demand for quality assurance and cost con-

trol, many state mental health agencies are now setting and

monitoring standards for their own institutions and for com-

munity mental health fadilities and programs for which the

state has some surveillance responsibilities, such as com-

munity mental health centers or alcohol and drug abuse pro-

grams. (See Appendix B, Survey of Standards Development and

Use in State Mental He lth Agencies of the South.)

As the state me al health agency contemplates developing

and monitoring its own set of standards, it is likely to make

a somewhat different use of standards. Rather than simply help-

ing its field operations to come into compliance with the stan-

dards of other organizations, it will now use standards as a

tool for more effective management of the programs for which

it has operating or surveillance responsibility. As mental

health programs have become dispersed to dozens of community

operations rather than being centralized in a few large insti-

tutions, it has become more difficult to provide direction and

control for the programs. Standards give promise of being a

management tool for giving direction and guidance to dispersed

programs.' In addition, they offer a way to have specific data
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about program operations in order to report back to patients

and families, third party payers, state officials and to the

public at large with the assurance that programs are providing

adequate care for the funds being spent. This is a- major ele-

ment of the present day clamor for accountability. Standards

also offer a mechanism for evaluating programs and determining

staff development needs.

WHAT IS A STANDARD?

The definition of terms in mental health standards is con-

fusing. It is not unurual to find several words being used to

refer to the same thing or to find that a single word has a

variety of different meanings. The foundation of a standards

program relies on the clear definition of terms to build a

unified, cohesive base on which to construct the standards pro-

cess. Sharply defined terms serve as a point of reference to

help improve communications between standards personnel and

mental health clinicians and administrators. While ecouraging

creative discussion and interaction by providing a way for

persons to better understand each other, common definitions

also help reduce-the chance of-misunderstandings and confusion.

Through the use of a common language, standards further increase

reliability and-objectivity of judgments and observations made

about a program being evaluated, since each evaluator is using
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the terms according to common definitions.

In this publication, a standard is defined as a statement

describing the level of specification or performance against

which one can measure physical plant, individual effort,

functional activities or organizational achievement. A stan -,

dard may be used to judge capacity, quantity, content, quality,

extent, value, etc., of program operations or the facilities

within which programs operate.

Some of the terms which have been confused with standards

are "rules and regulations," "policies and procedures," and

"guidelines." As defined above, standards are simply measuring

devices The confusion with other terms arises when standards

are used for purposes other than assessment. To illuminate some

of the confusion, this section examines the relationship of stan-

dards to these other terms, which are elements within a possible

theoretical chain of command dealing with governance.1

^y=

The theoretical model of governance in a state agency.in-

cludes a hierarchy of mandates (e.g., legislation and court

rulings), formal rules and regulations, policies and procedures,

orders and instructions, customs and styles. Through this

theoretical hierarchy the agency exercises its power to direct

and control the programs for which it has responsibility. In

this model the greatest legal power rests with the mandates of

the legislatures (Congress or the state legislatures) and with
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court rulings, while the least power rests with customs and

styles. In this hierarchy, mandates overrule regulations

which in turn supersede policies, directives, custom.. and

styles in that general order. It is in the middle rungs of

this hierarchical ladder (regulations, policies and directives)

that standards are most often used.

Formal regulations are part of the process of administrative

law and are designed to ensure that specific legislation is put

into effect. They are usually generated at the level of the

organization which is expected to enforce them, and once filed

with the appropriate office and published in a public register,

have the force of law. Most formal regulations are statements

of specific requirements that are applied to the programs to be

directed. For example, the federal regulations regarding feder-

ally funded community mental health centers require the report-

ing of certain data regarding the center's services, staffing

and expenditures. There is no standard in such a regulation.

However, there are some cases in which a regulation includes

a set of standards by which the programs are to be measured.

For example, a regulation may set forth ratios for staffing.

Confusion then results when people refer to that set of regula-

tions as "standards." There is also a tendency for some per-

sons to refer to any requirements--whether in law or in regu-

lations--as "standards." This is not a proper use of the word,

although it is common in everyday use.
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Below the level of formal regulations, most agencies have

policies and procedures manuals. Policies are broad statements

of philosophies about programs and are chosen from among various

alternatives; procedures are the statements of specific activi=

ties or processes to implement them. For example, a policy

might state the agency's position that all formally admitted

patients shall have a complete physical, psychological and

social work-up. The procedures would then prescribe the

specific steps to be taken by programs to fulfill that policy.

Most policy and procedure manuals do not contain standards,

but occasionally a procedure includes a set of standards by

which the procedures will be measured.

The state agency also usually has a series of administrative

directives or orders which apply to the programs for which it

has responsibility. These are not formally issued -through the

state's machinery for formal rules and regulations. They are

internal instructions or orders which the agency uses to direct

and control its own programs and those at the community level

for which it has some responsibility. These directives also do

not usually contain standards, but they may have a set of stan-

dards by which the activities are to be measured.

In addition, many state agencies issue guidelines for various

aspects of programs. Guidelines offer suggestions, alternatives

and broad parameters to guide program and staff development.

Even in their more restrictive use, t'ley simply set boundaries.
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They, too, may occasionally include a set of ideal standards

for measurement of a particular aspect of programming. How-

ever, they are not prescriptive in the sense of regulations,

procedures and directives. In all of these instances, it is

not really appropriate to refer to the overall procedures,

directives or guidelines as "standards," but this is a common

point of confusion. It might be more appropriate to refer to

all of these combinations of elements as regulations, procedures

or guidelines which contain standards.

VALUES AND PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATIONS

The values and philosophical orientations of the mental

health agency and its programs are crucial in the process of

developing and monitoring standards. These value orientations,

which may be derived from the mental health professions, society,

advocacy organizations or leaders of the mental health agency it-

self, underlie both programs and standards from their conception

through their use.

Basic to. any program are 'certain philosophical beliefs about

the nature of the problem it is addressint, For example, a men-

tal health treatment program may follow a medical-psychiatric

model because of a belief that mental disability is a behavioral

disorder rather than a medical illness. Philosophical orienta-

tions also influence the extent to which a program sees its goal

as restoring the mentally disturbed to social functioning or
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simply removing or repressing their psychopathology.

The philosophies upon which programs rest often are held

implicitly rather than being made explicit. The standards pro-

gram should attempt to make these philosophies explicit before

standards are developed. Without explicit philosophies, the

measures set in standards may be interpreted in various ways

by surveyors or other persons who are operating with differing

implicit philosophies.

SOURCES OF STANDARDS

Philosophy also determines whether the standards themselves

are derived from theoretical grounds or on empirical grounds.

Standards which rest on theoretical grounds are those which are

based on reasoned criteria- of-what are believed to be desirable

qualities of a program, but without reference to any external

criteria or norms. An example is that there shall be individual

stalls for privacy in toilet rooms and in shower rooms. Most

mental health standards that relate to the quality-of-life and

confidentiality are based on this kind of theoretical judgment

of what is desirable without any reference to statistical norms

from other similar programs. The criteria measures for theoreti-

cal standards are often based on the simple demonstration that

certain procedures or characteristics exist in the program or

facility- The criteria are then answered by a simple "yes" or

"no" answer rather than by quantitative measures of "how much."
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Standards which are empirically oriented are, those which

are primarily based on data gathered through Lxperimentation

and observation and systematic comparison of the characteris-

tics or performance of similar individuals, programs or organi-

zations. For example, standards for drug programs might employ

norms derived from the performance or characteristics of a

sample. of drug programs which were judged to provide quality

treatmeA_ The word "norm" is frequently used' in relation to

empirically based standards. Norms generally/imply statistical

averages (rmlan, median, mode), which havebeen derived from

statistical populations. This norm is used in the stan-

dard as a reference point against which individual persons,

programs or elements are judged. Standards based on empirical

norms arEs likely to- require numerical measures that can be

used for comparison with the statistical norms.

Many standards are not based solely on either empirical or

theoretical data, but combine the two types. The use of either

kind of standard is dependent upon the goals and objectives

toward which a program is striving. However, while standards

may be related to goals and objectives, they should not be

confused as being the same thing. Standards are the measures

of acceptable parameters for the facilities and program pro-

cesses that will be required in order to achieve the goals and

objectives.
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In the realm of industry, standards clearly specify and

put into action the objectives of a program and make them

measurable and observable. These standards are likely to be

set in terms of a product or a service which is the output

or outcome of the industry. Such standards are easier to set

in industries which produce a measurable physical product than

in human service fields such as mental health where-outcomes

are more difficult to specify and measure. Thus, standards

in mental health are more likely to focus on inputs and pro-

cesses of treatment which are believed to be rt2lated to a pro-

gram's intended goals and objectives. Where possible, stan-

dards should specify acceptable levels of performance. Once

standards are in tune with objectives and have been made work-

able, they can help focus a program's efforts and provide a

means of measuring its performance and progress toward its

objectives. Used in this way, standards become a potent ad-

ministrative tool for program guidance and evaluation.

STANDARDS FOR WHAT?

Standards serve certain broad purposes when applied to men-

tal health programs. Among the purposes are:

To assure the health and safety of clients, This is
usually the purpose of fire and life safety standards
which are applied to facilities. These standards are
likely to be mandatory items in any set of standards.

To assure an adequate level of care and treatment for

clients. This is the purpose of professional standards
(i.e., those of professional review organizations).
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To assure that certain basic rights of clients are observed.
This is the purpose of standards related to the quality-of-
life, privacy, confidentiality of records, least restrictive
alternatives for care and individualized treatment plans.
Such standards are developing under pressure from court suits
and advocacy groups. They are controversial, and they can be
expected to receive much more attention in the future.

To assure the public and support groups that there is an
appropriate quality of programming for their support. This
is the purpose of standards related to the structure of
administrative boards, accounting procedures and staff
development. It is also the purpose of many program and
facility standards.

'These are broad purposes of standards which relate to the ways

the standards s-,rve clients, families and the public to assure

that programs are operating at satisfactory levels. Agencies

then trans -late these broad purposes into specific administrative

use of standards. The agencies which make specific use of stan-

dards may be federal agencies, such as those of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare; national voluntary agencies, such

as the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals; or state

agencies, such as departments of mental health or health.

The variety of administrative uses to which mental health

standards may be put includes:

Licensing of programs or facilities

Accrediting of programs or facilities

Program development

Staff development

Program monitoring to achieve compliance

Program evaluation
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Control of costs

Control of activities which lie outside of the parameters
of good care

-la-location of funds

Assuring programs of fund entitlements

Reporting to the public regarding quality assurance

More has been said about each of these in the previous

chapter on Management Uses of Standards. For now, it is suf-

ficient to list the full variety and to suggest that every

standard should be accompanied by a statement of why the stan-

dard was developed, the ways in which it will affect the quality

of care, how it will be used, and how it might be interpreted.

According to Humble, the identification of the specific uses

to be made of a standard will determine the attributes to be

emphasized in its design.2 For example, if a standard is to

be used to contain costs, the standard should spell out the

critical cost variables to be examined and measured, and the

effects that should appear in the monitoring data if the stan-

dard is applied.

STANDARDS AND QUALITY

Finding a universally acceptable definition-of "quality"

seems almost impossible--even to industry which generally pro-

duces more measurable products than does a mental health agency.

Webster's New World Dictionary defines quality as "the degree
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of excellence which a thing possesses." However, excellence

is as slippery to define as is quality since excellence is a

purely comparative term meaning "to be better or greater than."

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare PZIn for Health

FY1977-81 states that "quality health care offers the patient

the greatest achievable health benefit, with minimum unnecessary

risk and use of resources, and in a manner satisfactory to the

patient."3 This statement recognizes four factors in determin-

ing quality: effectiveness, patient safety, patient satisfaction

and cost. Quality control is the activity of managing these so

that the quality is maintained or improved. Quality assurance

is the process set up to assure that the procedures needed to

maintain or improve the quality of the programs are being carried

out. Present day concepts of quality assurance require the dis-

seminating to key persons and agencies information on how well

the procedures are being followed, as well as simply assuring

that they are being met. Briefly, quality control is making

quality what it should be; quality assurance is making sure

that the resulting quality is what it claims to be.

The classical notions of a delivery system involve three

components: inputs, processes and outcomes, none of which alone

can be considered an adequate measure of quality. Input stan-

dards focus on the characteristics of the resources (staffing,

facilities, equipment and funding) which are presumed to be

necessary to assure a certain quality in a program. The



philosophy behind measures of input is that better quality

of care is more likely when there are more and better quali-

fied staff and improved physical facilities in a program.,

'Older standards were almost entirely based on inputs, but

there is a tendency today to give less emphasis to inputs and

relatively more stress on process.

Process standards are the clinical and administrative pro-

cedures which are presumed to assure a certain level of service.

Examples are: "A physical examination of all patients shall be

performed by a physician within 24 hours of admission." Or "All

medications shall be given and recorded under the supervision of

a registered nurse." The focus on the process component assumes

that there will be quality service when there are sound fiscal,

administrative and clinical practices. Many persons feel that

the processes are more closely related to quality than are in-

puts.

Outcome standards are the measures of the final results of

the programs. The outcomes are produced by the interaction of

inputs and processes and would seem to be the ultimate test of

quality.

Unlike industry where the output is an inert product, there

is not much consensus about what constitutes a satisfactory out -

come- in mental health. Much of the result depends on what the

client or patient does to cooperate and help in the process.
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In the case of a mental health program, it would be more

appropriate to judge outcomes of groups of patients rather

than of individuals, since there will inevitably be some patients

who do not attain a desirable outcome yet cannot be recycled or

rejected like a product of the assembly line.

While it may ultimately be desirable to focus mental health

standards on outcomes, much more work is needed to achieve con-

sensus of what might be acceptable standards for outcome of most

mental health conditions. Thus the present tendency is to focus

mental health standards on the inputs and the, processes.

LEVELS OF STANDARDS.

Another dimension of standards which requires consideration

is the level of quality whiqh, they address. The ._,-gels- may- be

set in several tiers. In general, standards for any particular

aspect of a program may be described in three levels:-

Mandatory or essential. This is the level of standard
for a program or facility which is considered basic to
the program's operation. These may be the basic stan-
dards for licensure. If the facility or program falls
below these standards, it will be ordered to cease opera-
tion.

Intermediate. These are the levels of standards that
represent a quality of facilities and programming beyond
that which is basic for operation. There may be several
intermediate levels of standards (i.e., for class. A and
class AA programs). These intermediate levels are used
for such activities as accreditation, differential fund-
ing and other special recognition.
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Optimal. These are standards for programs that express
what is felt to be ideal within the limits of present
knowledge. These- ideal standards are most often in the
nature of guidelines which are used as goals for program
and staff development.

While these differential levels are implicit in most sets

of standards, they are seldom specified in the overall standards

document. There is by no means universal agreement on this termi-

nology, but the concepts are nevertheless present. In fact, there

is a tendency to refer to any standards as "minimum" for the use

to which they are to be put, even though they are not minimum in

the sense that they are mandatory or essential for the program's

operation.

To some extent the levels represent stages in the development

of standards, but they are more likely to represent different

levels of quality in the programs themselves and the resources

available. An example of levels might be:

Mandatory or essential. There shall be a written clinical
record maintained on each patient.

Intermediate. There shall be a -bound clinical record on
each patient showing identifying thformation, medical and
social history data, diagnostic evaluations, treatment
orders and progress notes.

Optimal. There shall be a clinical record maintained on
each patient showing an individualized treatment plan and
progress notes related to the attainment of that- plan.

While it is presently somewhat unusual for a set of stan-

dards to address two or three levels of quality, it is quite

possible to write standards in such a way that they identify

more than just one level. Thus a set of standards might have
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the basic items set forth in capital letters. The monitors

would then be sure that those items were met for all programs.

Intermediate and optimal standards might be written in lower

case letters so that the surveyor would measure them and judge

the appropriate intermediate or optimal level of program which

is found to exist. Such a single set of standards which in-

corporates all levels of measures might simplify the whole

monitoring process so that one survey visit could suffice for

several uses. More work needs to be done before such a pattern

becomes widely operational.

ELEMENTS TO WHICH STANDARDS ARE COMMONLY APPLIED

Standards may be applied to many elements of a mental health

program. Among the elements to which standards are commonly

applied are:

Facilities. These standards deal with the physical plant,
buildings and equipment. These are the standards that
speak to space requirements, fire protection and other
life safety items.

Programs. These apply to the-overall programs such as
community mental health programs, alcohol treatment pro-
grams or children's programs. They include attention
to needs assessment, admission and patient movement pro-
cedures, staffing and program evaluatibn.

Administrative services. These apply to the administrative
organization and include standards for opekating boards,
advisory boards, staff organization, accounting and person-
nel procedures.

Professional or clinical services. These standards apply
to the specifics of diagnosis and treatment, They include
all of the matters that Professional Standards Review
Organizations address.
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Support services. These standards deal with program support
activities such as clinical recr-:ds, pharmacy and volunteer
services.

Another major element of standards that is rapidly emerging

is what might be called "patient rights" or "quality-of-life"

standards which include such matters as confidentiality, privacy;

dignity, least restrictive alternatives for care, etc. They are

developing under pressures from court suits and advocacy groups:
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPING STANDARDS

Many states are or will be developing standards because they

have determined that it is desirable for their mental health

program or because they have been required to do so by third

party payers, federal agencies or their state legislatures.

This chapter looks at the process of developing state level

mental health standards to be used as management tools in

guiding or directing programs and in evaluating progress.

fi

Traditionally, the delivery of mental hospital and insti-

tutional services for the mentally retarded has been the re-

sponsibility of the states. With the development of community

mental health services and the growth of services for alcoholics

and drug abusers, there is an even larger investment of state

resources over which the state attempts to maintain some con-

trol. Since many of these newer services are not direct state

operations, they are not subject to all of the usual administra-

tive directives. However, standards of various kinds provide

one mechanism for keeping some administrative control over

quality and costs of all of these programs--both those for

which the state has direct operating responsibility and those

for which it has some financing and surveillance responsibility.

These standards may be in the form of formal regulations or in

less official administrative procedures, directives or guidelines.
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Mental health programs vary widely, but in standards

development and use they share a common need for a strong and

committed management. It is important for the manager to think

through the entire process and the uses to which the standards

will be put before taking action. There are many implications

and ramifications of each step--the choice of items for which

to set standards, the wording of standards, the measures, the

monitoring procedures, etc.

The development of a standards program in many ways reflects

the basic development of the mental health program itself; stan-

dards provide for greater specificity than that which is initially

built into programs. In most mental health programs the objectives

and goals are stated in only the broadest and most general terms

in their enabling legislation or in their administrative authoriza-

tion. It then becomes the responsibility of leaders in the agen-

cies to define more specific objectives and goals and to dissemi-

nate them throughout the agency and to related persons in the

communities.

This step often lacks the -kind of precision that might be

desired. However, when the administrator decides to develop a

standards program, it will be necessary to be very specific

about the goals, objectives and procedures in order to write

the standards by which the programs will be measured. Once the

standards have been set, it will be relatively easy to monitor

the results and to make plans for any corrections that may be
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needed. Standards are the measures of performance that are

used to guide programs and to feed back information on how

well the programs are functioning compare& to the way they

were intended to function. Just as there is a need for pro-

grams to be periodically reviewed and modified, so there is

need for the standards to be periodically reviewed and changed.

Some will be discarded; others will be added to or made more

specific.

THE PROCESS OF STANDARD SETTING

The development of standards -is an evolutionary process

in two ways: 1) the standards progress with the further refine-

ment of the program they guide, and 2) the standards program

itself is- refined after a period of experience and evaluation.

"States have found that it is both counterproductive and im-

possible to try to develop a final, comprehensive set of stan-

dards on the first attempt."' Standards develop in gradual

increments which initially address only a minimal number of

essential elements. At all times efforts should be made to

limit the standards to the significant aspects.of programs

and to only the critical measures of those elements. It is

easy for a standards program to become so burdenSome that it

loses its impact by including standards related to a host of

relatively insignificant aspects of mental health facilities

and programs.
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Within the Southern region, the states reported that it

took from three to twelve months to develop their initial

standards. This time required for developing standards was

influenced in part by the stage of development of the service

delivery programs and in part by the resources which were

available for setting standards.2 Additional time was

frequently needed for field testing. The Accreditation Coun-

cil for Psychiatric Facilities of the Joint Commission on the

Accreditation of Hospitals took -'w .? years to plan, write and

field test its standards. A numbe of international studies

done by industry indicate that the average length of time from

initiation to promulgation of industrial standards was approxi-

mately three to four years.3

The setting of standards involves three conceptual develop-

mental stages: planning, writing and promulgation.

PLANNING

The most basic of all questions in regard to standards is

whether to write any state levet standards at aZZ. There are

many existing sets of standards related to various aspects of

mental health programs. These have been developed by various

national and federal organizations for their own rather specific

uses (i.e., voluntary accreditation, speIal funding, etc.) which

often do not fit well with all of the needs of a state mental

health program. Some of them n ; ally be inappropriate in
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certain states or in certain parts of the state. Thus a state

may feel that it is desirable to develop its own set of stan-

dards which will be- comprehensive and appropriate for its own

program uses. This may be done by adopting other sets of stan-

dards when they are to apFly. Even then care must be exercised

to assure that the state is not being burdened with inapplicable

standards or unsuspected future problems. The Occupational

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) adopted wholesale stan-

dards in this manner and inherited numerous "time bombs" which

were not evident at the time they were referenced.4 Each pro-

gram, region and state has particular needs which standards

should be tailored to address.

Because of the difficuPli's in developing and monitoring

universally acceptable stan..rds in mental health, most state

mental health agencies and the federal agencies concerned with

mental health have been reticent to move into this area in the

past. In recent years pressures from third party payers, from

court suits and from Congress are moving both state and federal

agencies closer to requiring standards as part of their regula-

tory mechanisms. For example, the 1967 amendments to the Com-

munity Mental Health Centers Act of 1963 required that the states

include in their plans provisions for the enactment of standards

for the maintenance and operation of community mental health

centers. In 1974 Congress amended this law in PL94-63 to require

the National Institute of Mental Health to report to Congress on
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the development of national standards for the quality of care

in the centers. At this time it is not certain whether NIMH

Will set such national standards or whether it will accept

state Standards, where they exist, as being in accord with

Congressional intent in lieu of overall federal standards. The

rest of this discussion follows the assumption that the states

and their mental health agencies will prefer to set and monitor

standards for themselves.

The political and administrative climate has determined

that standards are necessary. By taking the initiative, mana-

gers may turn the standards process to their own programs' ad-

vantage rather than having it imposed and monitored from the

outside. since standards generally, emanate from management,

the first step in the process of developing standards will

usually be a declaration of support for standards by manage-

ment. According to Humble, this top-level backing should in-

clude "the belief in, and the cultivation of the concept that

continuous adaptation, improvement and refinement: of standards

of performance are essential to the operating effectiveness

of planning and control."5

In the early stages of developing standards, the state must

ascer ain what standards already exist that impinge on mental

health operations.. The state mental health agency needs to know

where these other standards originated (i.e., a federal agency

such as NIMH or a national agency such as the Joint Commission
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on Accreditation of Hospitals or another state agency or local

governments), what type they are, and how the standards impact

on the state mental health agency's programs. The state mental

health agency must construct its standards so that they do not

substantially conflict with those already in existence. At times

the agency may incorporate existing standards into those it

develops and then build in greater specificity or include ad-

ditional items not covered in the existing standards.

Not only should the state mental health agency know what

federal or national standards might affect state standard setting,

but it must also discover what pertinent standards apply within

the state itself. These are particularly likely to be found in

the standards of the state health department or in- those of the

state fire marshal. Local standards fraqUently take the forM

of legal codes which spell out certain life safety, fire and

building construction standards. Often the mental health pro-

grams are required to be licensed by other state or local agencies

according to-their standards. In these instances the mental health

agency may wish to simply adopt the standards of the other agency

for these aspects of their programs with whatever refinements or

additions the mental health agency feels should be made. However,

there should be no major conflict between the standards of the

mental health agency and the standards of other agencies. Such

conflicts would put the operating program to which the standards

are applied in the untenable position of being out of compliance
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with one or the other of the standards. In any such area of

conflict there must be a statement of which set of standards

shall prevail.

There are two other early steps in standards development:

1) a rather detailed description of operating practices, and

2) an inventory of existing and expected program resources.

Frowthe detailed description of operating practices, it will

be possible to identify those key items which standards should

address. Humble advocates a systematic 4avestigation of any

activity for which standards will be set in order to identify

the factors which are essential to the success of the activity.6

In order to be meaningful any standard should focus on a manage-

able, but significant, area of activity that can be delineated

and measured. Once a specific area of concern (i.e., clinical

records, treatment procedures) has been determined, it should be

placed in its proper perspective to the overall program in which

it exists. Standards should address only important or essential

elements so that the whole standards process will not be an

inefficient measuring of numerous minor activities.

PHILOSOPHIES

Prior to setting standards, the standards developers must

analyze the expectations of agency leaders, legislators, clients

and families, citizen support groups, professional societies,

agency employees and third party payers regarding the 7,1ilosophies

that underlie the mental health service delivery program and the
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standards pLogram itself.

The philosophies that underlie mental health programs are

seldom made explicit. Any mental health program is based on

a series of value assumptions which will obviously also under-

lie the standards by which the program is measured. Developing

a statement of philosophies should be a primary step in setting

the goals and object:Ves for any mental health program.

Such a statement of philosophies becomes as important for

the standards program as for the overall mental health program

itself. Philosophies determine in large measure which items

are judged to be of sufficient importance to have standards

applied to them. In addition, a great deal of the ultimate

interpretation of whether a programis judged to be in com-

pliance with a specific standard wiles depend on hoW well the

activity conforms with the philosophy that underlies the stan-

dard. This is particularly true of those standards which call.

for flexible judgments. Without such a statement of philosophies,

it is quite possible for two different observers to arrive at com

pletely different judgments about whether an activity is in1 com-

pliance based on their difZering personal philosophies.

Examples of philosophical issues that are important to both

mental health programmers and to standards developers are:

whether the program is striving for social functioning of its

clients or only for removal of psychopathology; the extent to
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which client dignity and freedom are important values compared

to regimentation and standardization of meals, clothing and

furnishings; whether the program is committed to or against

any particular model of Mental illness (i.e., medical, be-

havioral, social) or treatment procedures (i.e., psychoanalysis,

electroconvulsive treatment, psychopharmacotherapy, group therapy,

milieu therapy or therapeutic commun..ty).

There are also philosophical issues that underlie the setting

and monitoring of standards. Decisions about the philosophies

;
and purposes of standards will influence how often the standards

are monitored, by whom, and the process by which- it is done.

The underlying philosophies will also suggest the means of data

collection, the type of data to be collected and the uses to

which the standards will be put. The most fundamental philosoph-

ical differences lie between the philosophy of standards as a

means of control and the philosophy of standards as a means

of facilitation.

In addition, philosophy may influence whether the standards

are applied equally to public and private or voluntary programs.

In the past, states have been loath to accept the same standards

for public service and proprietary providers. Consequently,

Burkett feels..."we have indirectly fostered, if not promoted,

the development of a two-class system of care which requires of

private systems with more limited resources, standards of ser-

vice which the state, with powers of taxation, is unwilling to

meet."7
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Individual standards as well as the standards process

have philosophies and purposes. In discussion of the uses

of individual standards, Humble has pointed out that the

identification of a specific standard's uses should deter-

mine the attributes to be emphasized in its design.8 The

design of a standard will vary depending on whether it is to

be used to guide programs,- to control costs or ibmonitor for

detection and. correction of deficiencies. Special care must

be taken to avoid contradictions or ambiguity in standards

that have multiple uses, but this can be helped by identify-
*

ing all of the various uses to be made of a standard before

it is drafted.

Two frequently mentioned purposes of standards are to

assure quality of care and to contain costs. The two, however,

are not compatible in many situations because "...ih the pro -

vision- of quality care and client safety it is seldom possible

to adopt the most economical solution." Therefore, such

standards must opt for maximum overall economy by striking a

compromise between adequate quality on one hand and costs,

effort and resources on the other. SandersP emphasizes that

in making a compromise, the economies of both the providers

and the consumers must be considered. If the major purpose

of the standard is cost containment, the standard will empha-

size cost rather than 'continuous quality improvement. On the

other hang, a standard which has quality assurance as its
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purpose will emphasize the inputs and processes without re-

gard to costs. One of the dilemmas in overall standards

results from this very conflict when there are two esparate

offices or agencies administering two sets of standards re-

lated to the same programs, but with one set focused on cost

containment and the other: focused on quality assurance. These

must be coordinated lest the providers go out of business or

_the.consumers_not be able to afford the services.

The standards should also be related to the goals and ob-

jectives of the program: Goals and objectives of programs are

not always as sharply written as they should be for best ad-

ministrative use. In such cases the standards developer must

often work to sharpen up the statement of program objectives

before operational standards can be based upon them. Confusion

occasionally arises between outcome and support goals. Outcome

goals are the ultimate goals for patients or clients; support

goals are goals for the program to work toward in doing its

job. Both may be important for standards developers, for there

may be standards related both to client outcomes and agency

processes such as citizen inputs or maintenance of clinical

records. Relatively greater emphasis needs to be given to out-

come and performance standards.

Standards are not the same as goals and objectives, but they

are derived from the objectives by providing an element of

measurement. Standards must be measurable either in quantitative
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numerical terms or in terms of whether a specific attribute

is present. Many of the standardS will be related to the

inputs and processes of programs rather than to the ultimate

objectives. These items will be identified from the initial

program description. However, the standards developer must

take care that these input and process standards be as much

related to program objectives as possible. This is- particu-

larly likely to be a problemlin standards regarding staffing

and procedures in which there is often considerable pressure

from professional associations to have their professional

members and procedures identified and protected by specifib

standards which may not be related to program objectives.

Another issue that must be considered at the start of the

development of standards is what level or levels of programming

are to be measured by the standards. Are they to address only

the mandatory or critical levels of programming, or are they,

to focus on various intermediate program levels? Or are they

to set forth ideal or optimal levels of programming? While

most sets of standards have traditionally focused-on only one

level of programming, it is certainly possible to consider

standards which might simultaneously address several levels.

However, if this is done, the standards will require some

special technique for identifying the different levels both

in the standards document and in the monitoring process, so

that both surveyors and the program providers will be clear
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about which levels of standards will be monitored for which

uses.

PROPOSED PLAN OF DEVELOPMENT

When the preliminary planning work has been completed, the

state agency will have sufficient information to produce a

fairly detailed proposal for the development and use of stan-

dards in that agency. States which have set standards have

found that the proposal should include a report and analysis

of the information already gathered; a recommendation for the

scope, type and uses of the standards to be developed; the

steps through which the process will proceed; and recommenda-

tions regarding individuals, agencies and organizations that

should participate in developing the standards. The proposal

is then submitted tc the state's mental health program director

and his management_, team for their suggestions and approval.

During this review the management team or the program director

may suggest modifications or additions and add priorities for

developing the standards.

Depending on the size and characteristics of the state's

mental health system the plan may opt for some combination of,

or one of, three basic patterns of development: 1) the committee

approach, 2) the consultant approach, or 3) the "library" ap-

proach. One principle that is common to all three approaches

is that they should operate on a consensus of opinion. Accord-

ing to Verman, a consensus is reached when the largest possible
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agreement is reached among representatives of all parties con-

cerned with the use of standards--the stage agency, providers,

clients and families, advocacy groups, professional groups and

legal consultants.1° Verman emphasizes the importance of con-

sensus, particularly in cases where the majority of standards

remain voluntary. 11 Even where compliance is required by law

or regulation, consensus will make the implementation easier

than an autocratic decision by a single person or a small group.

The proCess of achieving a consensus may be time consuming and

involved because of the participation of so many individdiJs

and groups, but in the end will be worthwhile because of the

improved communications and vested interest parties

will have.

The committee approach and its associated variations uses

committees, task forces or councils. The person responsible

for developing the standards usually nominates individuals to

the committees for each area of standards. These representatives

should be persons who will be directly affeCted by the standards

as well as program administrators and persons from advocacy groups.

Since the committee members will be expected to reflect the views

of their departments or programs, some prior consultation with

their program chiefs and peers is desirable.

The consultant approach entails the preparation of a draft

standards document by a consultant or by a group of consultants

designated by the standards setting agency. A variant of this
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approach would involve hiring a consultant or consultants to

work with the person or group which is charged with develop-

ing the standards in the agency.

The "library" research approach involves studying the stan-

dards already available from other groups (i.e., the Joint Com-

miSsion on the Accreditation of Hospitals, other states, federal

agencies) and adopting or modifying the most pertinent ones.

WRITING THE STANDARDS

The individual standard should be a concisely stated item

which is to be used to measure a program or a facility element.

The standard is then followed by any explanatory statements of

definition, purpose, justification and interpretation.

The explanatory statement should be clear and concise and

should include the reason the standard is important, the intention

of the standard, including its expected effect on cost, quality

of care, etc. It should also include any help that seems to be

needed to interpret the standard and the data related to it

during the monitoring process. The explanation is designed to

-.guide the program in developing this service item and the sur-

veyors who must measure it and make judgments about whether the

program is in compliance. The interpretation will help prevent

misunderstandings and ambiguities while'qiving the service pro-

viders a feeling of security that the actions they are taking
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are moving in the direction of complying with the standard.

The explanatory statement might also cross-reference the state

standards with each other and with those of various national

and federal agencies that have standards in related areas.

While a glossary of terms is desirable for words or terms

that are repeatedly used throughout the standards manual, terms 1

which are used only within a single standard or section of the 1

manual might be defined within the explanation for that standard.

For example, a standard dealing with mental health workers might

provide such a definition:

Standardthe roles and functions of each level of
mental health worker shall be delineated in a
written statement that shall also include examples
of work performed.

Explanationthe term "mental health workers" is used
to designate those individuals who, through experience,
inservice training or formal education or all three,
function- in psychiatric facilities under a number of
different job titles such as mental health worker,
psychiatric technician, human service generalist,
, 1e-c. 2

If standards are to be used, for program monitoring and evalu-

ation, they should be written in a way that allows accurate and

reliable measurement. This may involve the .nclusion of levels

of acceptable performance==a range of acceptable variation or

specification of what is considered success in meeting the stan-

dard. The standards must be written so that they will allow the

surveyor to make and record the appropriate measurements on what-

ever type of scoring or rating scales are to be used. Some standards
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will be measured by simply observing and recording the presence

or absence of whatever attribute is required. Other standards

will require a scale of compliance (i.e., from 1 through 5).

The. standard should make clear what measures are to be used.

The standard will also indicate whether it is part of a group

of standards whose scores will be combined in some way to pro-

duce a composite picture of overall r ogram performance and what

specific weighting is to be given to this item. For exawp)e,

fire and life safety standards are often weighted more heavily

than standards having to do with aesthetics.

The standards should be written in simple but precise lan-

guage which avoids technical jargon and legal terminology. Stan-

dards are received best when they are stated. in the positive.

For example, a standard dealing with medication would be better

stated as "insure that 98 percent of all medicatioLs are admin-

istered properly," rather than "there shall be no more than two

percent error in administering medications."

The tone of each standarv. dill vary with the uses to which

it will be put. The verb forms "shall" and "must" indicate

mandatory standards; "should" indicates a commonly accepted or

recommended standard; and "may" indicates an optimal or elective

standard. In general these verb forms indicate the degree of

latitude which will be acceptable for measuring. A mandatory

standard offers little or no latitude in meeting the standard,
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while an optimal standard may allow considerable variation in

measurement results. For greater usefulness of the standards,

the wording and style of presentation should be consistent

throughout the manual.

Standaids should' be written with a sensitivity to the needs

of the client and to the problems of the service provider rather

than in an arbitrary fashion that reflects primarily the authority

of the regulatory agency. This will facilitate acceptance of the

standards and will lessen complaints, or even law suits, from ad-

vocacy or provider groups.

For ele in implementation and adaptability to changing con-

ditions, standards need to be flexible. This may be done by

limiting the number of absolute or mandatory standards to a

minimum while providing a range of acceptable levels or measures

whenever possible. This will allow sarveyors to make more flexi-

ble judgments based on varying geographic, economic or technologi-

cal conditions.

While individual standards should remain flexible, the stan-

dards program itself should remain relatively stable. Standards

should be rovised frequently enough to adapt to chancing technol-

ogy or changing political and social expectations but not so

frequently that the programs and services are kept in an unstable

condition. Industry, for example, reviews and revises most of

its standards every five years and all of them every ten years.
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To make revisions easier, the standards might be issted in

ldose-leaf form to allow individual standards to be periodically

revised or :replaced or to allow new-ones to be added.

Finally, to avoid a feeling on the part of programs that

they are being inundated by standards, the state agency should

avoid writing more standards than are necessary. it is recom-

mended that only a minimal number of essential standards be

generated during the state's initial development of standards.

Later these can be refined and expanded where indicated, but

even then every effort should be made to limit the number of

standards to only those that are felt to be important to service

delivery. There is often a temptation to write standards for

items for which there is no evidence of a cause-and-effect

relationship or for items that are principally matters of personal

tastel-or,opinion. Mohr estimates that 60 to 80 percent of all

that is being done ir manufacturing is not standardizable.13

It seems reasonable that the mental health system, which can

exL_cise even less control over its product and processes, may

find a similar percentage of its activities are not standardiz-

able.

THE STANDARDS MANUAL

The standards manual might well contain an ir;:roductory

statement that reviews the goals, objectives and philosophies

of the state mental health agency and the program area to be

addressed by the standards in order to provide understanding
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of the background and context within which the standards will

operate. `,This may,ttielp promote understanding of the mental

health agency's mission and familiarize thoSe using the stan-

dards with the directions in which each program is moving.

The introduction of the manual might also include an explana-

tion of the state agency's authority to set and monitor stan-

dards, a discussion of any licensing or certification procedures

and requirements which affect the standards, and a statement of

the proposed uses to be made of the standcixds.

Following the introduction, the manual should contain a

description of the framework within which the major standards

components relate to each other and t9 the different program

areas. This will indicate why each element of standards was

chosen, how each element related to the other components

(i.e., conflicts, mutual benefits), and the direction in which

each element will move the program. For easy ich_ntification

each standard and its major component area should be numbered

or lettered in such a way that the standards can be readily

differentiated along with their component groups.

The manual should also explain the monitoring procedures

and the appeals process to be used. The monitoring procedures

should be described in some detail including what type of re-

view will be used (i.e., sampling or a complete review), what

pre - survey questionnaires will be used, and whether peers or
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central office surveyors will conduct the monitoring. Schedules

for all of this, along with procedures for developing plans 04:

correction for items found out of compliance, should be clearly

specified. 7he rewards or penalties to be used should be

spelled out. The pi'xedures governing exceptions, if these

are allowed, and the procedures for appeals should be detailed

clearly so that a service provider will understand the- steps

to take if he feels the need for either.

The manual also should provide identification of where to

go for further information or interpretation of the standards

and a roster of the persons involved in prepay` hg the standards.

REVIEW AND COMMENT

After the draft of the standards has been prepared, it is

ready for wide circulation to familiarize those who will be

affected by them and to invite review, comments and criticism

to use in modifying the proposed standards. Usually a time

limit is set for the receipt of comments, and frequently pub-

lic hearings are held. After the commente have been compiled,

the proposed draft standards are rewritten and prepared for

field testing. This includes having the proposed standards

reviewed by legal counsel to assure that they comply with all

pertinent state and federal laws. Following the reviews and

field testing the proposed standards may receive a final re-

vision before they are approved and adopted.
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PROMULGATING THE STANDARDS

When the standards are to be used primarily as program

directives or guidelines within the mental health agency, the

process of promulgating them is relatively simple and

involving only a review of the draft standards by concerned

groups and legal counsel and then adoption by the mental health'

agency's administrator. Standards which will be issued as regu-

lations nr fol.Low the formal state procedures for issuing

regulations and applying administrative law. These procedures

usually include filirj, the proposed standards with some official

body such as a legislative research commission or the Secretary

of State and publishing them in the state's administrative regis-

ter, after which they have the force of law.

Kentucky and Wisconsin offer examples of the process of

writing and implementing formal standards. According to

William Burkett, Director of the Division of Licensing and

Standards of the Kentucky Department of Human Resources, Ken-

tucky's mental health agency staff prepare the draft of the

standardt, and circulate it fo:c review-by pr-Jfessional groups,

providers and advocacy groups such as the mental health:associa-

tion. Legal counsel and a committee of consumers, providers,

regulatory agency representatives, board representatives and

special interest representatives also review the draft stan-

dards. Finally the proposed standards are reviewed, modified

and approved by the Certificate of Need and Licensure Board.
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They are then filed with the state's Legislative Research

Commission which publishes them in the Administrative Regis-

ter for 30 days. If anyone requests a hearing, the mental

health agency holds one within 30 days and reports why the

hearing inputs did or.did not result in a revision of the

proposed standards. The standards then become official in

30 days.

Dr. Kenneth Rusch, formerly with the Wisconsin Division

of Mental Hygiene, explained that in Wisconsin the initial

work is done by the Division of Mental Hygiene's program

bureaus with informal input from the programs. An advisory

committee composed of persons outside of the division reworks

the material and circulates the draft among those who will be

affected by the standards. After a hearing, the-committee re-

vises the draft and sends it to a review committee of the state

.
legislature, where it must be approved for a public hearing.

After that hearing, the draft may be rewritten or approved and

published in the Administrative Code, after which it becomes

official and assumes the force of law.

The implementation process in standards involves publishing

them, notifying those who will be affected, providing technical

assistance, coordinating continuing education programs for pro-

viders and surveyors, and setting up a process to study and

evaluate the standards for future revision.
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Providing technical assistance and continuing education to

prepare program providers for monitoring and conducting train-

ing programs tt. prepare the standards surveyors are essential

to the success of the standards process. At the very least,

training programs should ease the process of implementing the

standards by virtue of the fact that all key persons in the

mental health system will be better informed.

One final step necessary to a standards program is to de-

velop a set of procedures to evaluate the standards themselves

and the monitoring procedures. Such a system will be useful

for planning future revisions of standards, but a more immediate

use for it will be to detect and correct problems, inequities

and inappropriate procedures in the Standards process as soon

as they become evident. Such problems must be corrected im-

mediately lest they continue to demoralize and weaken the

whole standards program.

The procedure which is set up for the review and evaluation

of'standards for possible future revisions mightrely on the

experiences and judgments of a variety of persons who are in-

volved in and affected by the standards: clients, advocacy.

groups, surveyors and the standards administrators.
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CHAPTER 5

MONITORING STANDARDS

Monitoring is the process of gatheringinformation about pro-
,

gram operations or facilities to measure how actual performance

compares with the standards and to develop plans for correcting

when the programs are found to be out of compliance. Monitor-

ing is an expected activity for most sets of standards--especially

those that are used in some regulatory way. Monitoring provides

the feedback loop which lets the agency know how the programs are

doing compared to the standards, so that decisions can be made

about licensure, certification, funding, etc., based on perfor-

mance.

There are some instances in which there is no regular or

required monitoring of standards--especially when the standards

represent ideal or optimal levels of care and are used as guide-

lines for program or staff development. Even then there may be

some limited monitoring by program administrators who use the

monitoring data for program evaluation and future program

management.

This chapter examines the monitoring process and discusses

its purpose, internal and ei.ternal uses, alternative methods and

possible problems.
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PURPOSES OF MONITORING

The major purpose for monitoring standards is to provide

data for internal management. The routine monitoring process

provides a regular source of information for various internal

management uses. Among the specific uses the manager might

make of the data obtained by regular monitoring of standakds

are:

To identify deviations from the program's planned- course
and to institute plans of correction

To use as a basis for licensing programs if licensure
based on standards is a responsibility of the mental
health agency

To use as a basis for allocating funds to programs.
This may be done by awarding extra funding to help
programs that are found to be below the level of
compliance to come into compliance, or it may be
done by awarding additional funding to those pro-
grams that are found_ to be in compliance.

To scan for evidence of trends and potential, problen
that may need attention. By attending to the data from
routine monitoring of standards, the administrator- ay
detect-changing patterns of admissions, treatment,
staffing, seclusion and restraint, expenditures, etc.
The monitoring thus serves as an early warning system
to detect potential problems and modify programs to

meet changing needs.

To evaluate programs in order to decide whether to
modify or expand them. The data from monitoring often
provides the administrator with the bulk of the infor-
mation he needs for program evaluation. This will also
reveal unanticipated results. The monitoring process
will often identify the reasons why programs are not
achieving their objectives or are obtaining unexpected
results. These deviations may result from powerful
social, political or economic forces outside of the

programs themselves.
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is

To compare program costs, results, etc. .)etween similar
programs and between successive years, between different
models of treatment, between different patterns of staff-
ing, etc. These comparisons may be useful in achieving
overall program efficiency.

To identify issues requiring further training for staff.
Frequently the information obtained from monitoring
standards identifies service delivery problems that can
be solved by staff development programs.

1,To provide information and technical assistance to the
operating programs regarding their program performance.
Operating programs often become so engrossed in duy-to-
day activities that they don't take the time to review
their own performance. The monitoring proCeSS by the
state mental health agency provides the opportunity for
the operating programs to take stock of their own opera-
tions. In addition, the standards surlreyors may offer
technical assistance at the time of the site visit re=
garding how certain programs might be improvech The
operating programs have the advantage of a relatively
objective review of their programs by the survey team.
They may then use this data for future program directipn,
seeking additional funding, staff training, comparing
their own program with similar programs or comparing
their own program with its performance at earlier moni-
toring periods.

To provide assurance to the public that programs are
operating at the safety levels and treatment levels of
the standards. In order to provide this assurance, there
must be some means of communicating to the various publics
that the monitoring has been done and that the programs
were found to be in compliance. This may be done through
licenses or certificates that are publicly displayed, news-
paper releases, and annual and special reports.

Occasionally an outside organization will want to do a

special monitoring or audit of the agency's standards. This may

be the legislature, a federal agency, a mental health association

or a third party payer wishing to verify the accuracy, consis-

tency and reliability of the program records and the standards

monitoring process. These external audits check the monitoring
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procedures to verify that the standards are being firmly

applied and followed. These audits report their findings and

any recommendations for improvement. Such audits by outside

organizations usually provide for greater, public confidence

and credibility in the agency's own monitoring procedures

(unless glaring deficiencies are revealed). In addition,

they provide valuable outside perspectives for the agency.

Throughout all of these purposes of monitoring standards

is the notion of accountability which is the reporting back

to administrators, legislators, clients, third party fundexs

and the public that the funds are being used responsibly for

the programs for which they were designated, and that the pro-

grams are attempting to achieve or maintain a specified level

of care. The need to be accountable through periodic monitor-

ing of programs need not be seen as solely restrictive. It can

also be facilitative by raising the awareness and confidence of

the various publics in the program so that they are willing to

increase resources.

PREPARING FOR MONITORING

The decision will have already been made regarding whether

the standards are to be regularly monitored, and individual

standards will have been written with the monitoring process in

mind. There will be specific measures for each standards item

and an explanation for how this is to be measured and interpreted.
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There will also be indications for whatever scoring or scaling

is to be used.

If it has been decided that compliance with the standards

will be mandatory, there will also be indications of the various

categories of compliance (i.e., substantial, real or full com-

pliance) which will be acceptable for the different components

and program areas.

INFORMATION AND EDUCATION FOR PROVIDERS AND THE PUBLIC

For any standards program to succeed, it is necessary tc

conduct an awareness and information campaign to acquaint every

potential user with the standards program, its philosophies,

benefits, procedures, etc., as well as with the individual pro-

gram standards and the measuring processes. A constant flow of

information between the standards office and the program agencies

will help keep the providers aware of developments in the field

of mental health standards and promote an exchange of views about

the standards themselves and about the monitoring process. Be-

cause of this concern, it is particularly desirable to reach

the service providers, client advocacy groups, professional

societies and third party funderS with information about the

details of the standards and monitoring process. This can be

done through regular staff development programs, special work-

shops, hearings, presentations at regular staff meetings or

organizational meetings, special articles in journals and news-

letters.
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The public also needs to know something about the stan-

dards process and the general monitoring procedures, but this

information will be less technical than that provided for the

persons more centrally involved. For these purposes the press,

radio and television, public exhibits,\and pamphlet handouts

will probably be most appropriate.

TRAINING FOR SURVEYORS

A most important part of the preparation for the monitoring

of standards is the training of the persons who will do the

surveying. Each program to be.monitorOd deserves the assurance

that it will receive fair, knowledgeable and courteous consider-

ation from the persons doing the survey. This training should

include information about the linds of programs they will be

surveying, the specific standards and their measures and about

the interpersonal aspects of being a surveyor. The latter poses

some special burdens in that it often requires the individual to

be rigorous in his inquiry and yet facilitative to the people in

the program. Too often the standards surveyors have been cold

and impersonal or even downright rude to crver up for their lack

of-knowledge of the programs they were monitoring or of the stan-

dards themselves. Such- attitudes wdll make it difficult to im-

plement the standards prograM and will quickly establish an

adverse attitude that may result in co plaints about the stan-

dards and appeals from th3 rulings. They may also provoke

lawsuits.
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ISSUES REGARDING MEASUREMENT OF PERFORMANCE

There are several issues regarding the actual measurement

of program performance that must be decided before the survey-

ing takes place. Most of the issues should have been considered

during the development of the standards, but they should also be

reviewed, and modified if necessary, before each monitoring cycle.

Among them are:

Will there be any provision for variations in the measure-
ment process for programs with different forms of organiza-
tion, resources, treatment methods, etc.? It often seems
inappropriate to hold all programs to the same measures
(i.e., a part-time satellite program and a comprehensive
full-time program). This may be managed by having alterna-
:tive measures for certain kinds of programs or by having
only selected measures that apply to all programs while
additional measures apply to better endowed programs.

Will weighting or composite scores be used? Weighting is
the process of giving greater emphasis- to certain critical
items (i.e., fire and life safety standards). The composite
score is the summation of measures for several items within
a component. It indicates the overall effectiveness in that
component area although individual items may be deficient.
It has the possible disadvantage, according to Humble, of
allowing an outstanding performance on a few items to counter-
balance unacceptable performances on other items. This must
be guarded against although the composite score generally
has a real advantage in providing greater flexibility and
overall assessment of performance. 1

What methods of measurement and degrees of variation will
be acceptable? Measurability is concerned with whether
an item is scalable and what kind of a scale is used (i.e.,
normal, ordinal or interval scales). It is also concerned
with the dagree of allowable variation. For example, indus-
try frequently allows a five percent variance. Mental
health programs should probably allow at least this much
variance on most items that require quantification.

Validity is a key element in standards monitoring.
Validity is the relevance of a standard or the extent to
which it is a true measure of a given procedure or treat-
ment. Omitting a pertinent element of successful perform-
ance or including trivial factors will skew the data and
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destroy the validity of the standards.

Reliability of measurement is also an issue. Reliability
is the degree to which different reviewers can be depended
upon to give similar measurement results when measuring the
same activity. Reliability depends on both the adequacy of
the,standard and the objectivity of the surveyor.

What steps are required to improve the validity and reli-
ability of the measures? It will help if the standards and
the measures are clear and precise. It may help to break
down the specific elements to be examined. Field tests
and experience will provide evidence of problem areas and
possible solutions. Careful training and testing of the
surveyors will help.

What categories of compliance will be acceptable and by
what criteria will they be determined? The three commonly
accepted categories of compliance are:

Substantial compliance the- program has met the
intent of the standards, complies with most of
them and has an acceptable plan of correction to
deal with deficiencies.

Real compliancethe program complies with all of
the standards, but not with every sub-item of each
standard.

Full compliancethe, program complies with every
point in the standards. Very rarely is full com-
pliance required as it is almost impossible for
the majority of programs to comply in full. Sub-
stantial compliance is much more realistic.

THE PROCESS OF MONITORING

There are many possible approaches to the monitoring process

itself. Varying circumstances within the states will influence

which one, or which combination of several, will be most effectively

used by any particular state mental health agency.
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In general there are four major areas of review that have

proven to be most effective for monitoring. They are:

Review of program data--This data is often supplied on
Self-reporting forms filled out by the provider program
before the site visit. In some cases the program data
reported on.such forms is all that is reviewed. This is
relatively inexpensive, but it has obvious problems of
credibility.

Review of cZinicaZ records--This usually requires a site
visit and is most appropriate for review of professional
care and treatment. It is the approach being used by
Professional Standards Review Organizations.

Review of 'programs--This also requires a site visit with
observation and measurement of the program. This has an
inherent problem in mental health programming since much
of what goes on in a program is not easily observed and
measured.

Review of premises--This is particularly applicable to
facility standards where the buildings are observed and
measured.

Most states that have monitoring of standard§ use some

combination of these approaches.

METHODS OF MONITORING

There are several alternative methods of monitoring stan-

dards. The agency's choice of method will depend on resources

available -, the personal philosophy of the agency administrator,

legislative and political sentiment and possibly court decisions.

Various combinations- are possible:

Self-reportingSelf-reporting relies on each program to
accurately and truthfully report its achievements on forms
supplied by the state mental health agency. The agency
which opts for this method may decide to accept the data
as supplied by theprograms, or it may carry out spot-
check visits to assure the veracity of the data. As a
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variation, the agency might de'ide to site-visit only
those elements which the programs had previously re-
ported as out of compliance (management by exception)
or only certain elements which the agency had tagged
for verification.

The self - reporting method requires the smallest
staff and thus is the most economical. It provides
the data in a business-like way without overtones of
inspection or punishment and promotes self-evaluation
as the program istaff work to complete the forms. The
major drawback in self-reporting is that programs not
in compliance are tempted to "fudge" the reports a bit
to make their programs look better, and the deficiency
then will slip by undetected:--pcpasional spot checks
can reduce such incidents:, Another disadvantage is
that the reliability is often poor because some program
people will be overly conscientious in their responses
while others will tend to be somewhat cavalier and im-
precise.

Inspector general --The inspector general method uses a
single individual who makes the site visit to survey
the standards. Ibis person is wually well trained
in the surveying process, but seldom has great exper-
tise in all of the program areas for which the stan-
dards apply. This method has the advantages of being
relatively inexpensive because it employs only one
person, and 'the level of reliability is high because
only one person is involved. However, in addition to
the disadvantages of the inspector having little depth
of program expertise, it often requires delays in making
all of the surreys and follow-up visits because of the
limited time of a single person. It also has a tendency
to raise adverse feelings in the program people who may
accuse the surveyor of being rigid, arbitrary or even
biased against them.

Interdisciplinary survey team--The interdisciplinary sur-
vey team method uses a team of professional and lay persons
from the central office. These persons represent the vari-
ous clinical and administrative professions and are knowl-
edgeable about the particular program areas they are review-

ing. In some cases the teams also include representatives
from advocacy groups or legislators who may participate as
observers or as active reviewers, especially when they have
had training to prepare them to function as surveyors. There
is usually a representative from the standards office on the
team togive assistance to the measurement and procedural

aspects.
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The mix of a variety of professions and personalities
provides for many perspectives. The provider programs
are likely to feel that they have been better understood.
The lay members providil assurance of the citizen interest
in quality programming, and the whble process is likely to
be regarded as colleagual and fair. It also provides for
considerable input of technical assistance during the sur-
vey visit.

The major disadvantage is the costs of having such a
team of professionals assigned to surveying standards, and
the difficulties of scheduling all members of such a team
to visit all of the programs that need to be surveyed. The
team members are sometimes accused of being partial to they
own professions or to programs which are similar to those in
which they have worked.

In some agencies these interprofessional teams are put
together from operating programs on an ad hoe basis for
specific site visits. This offers additional problems of
training these persons and maintaining confidentiality.
There also may be questions of whether their time would
have been better spent working in their own programs. How-
ever, in this process a great deal of staff development
and technical assitance takes place that may benefit both
the surveyors and the program being surveyed. These bene-
fits are in addition to the iMmediate benefits of the
standards monitoring.

Peer review--The peer review method uses a team of profes-
sionals who formally assess the quality and efficiency of
services performed by other practitioners in the same
profession or in the same kind of program. The peer re=
viewers might be drawn from within the mental health
agency or from programs external to it. The Professional
Standards Review Organizations generally recruit community
practitioners for their peer review of clinical activities.

The peer review system is often a two-level system in
which the peer review team makes a judgment centered around
the quality of care. The state standards program then re-
views the team's decision in light of other procedural
issues and costs. Gustafson has reported that "there
appears to be opportunity for the agency staff to influence
the process of...evaluation by shaping the agency, channel-
ing the flow of information to and from outside advisors or
actually altering or overriding their decisions."2
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Peer review has the advantage of being performed by
professionals who have experience in the area which they
are surveying. This costs the state less than hiring full-
time professionals to staff a monitoring program in the
agency. Peer review tends to be more colleagual and edu-
'cational and less adverse than other methods. Many states
feel that the educational experience is a two-way street
in which both the surveyor and the program being surveyed
benefit. The credibility of peer review depends on the in-
tegrity of the professionals involved. Peer review is some-
times criticized for allowtng cronies to promote pet pro-
jects, or for permitting backscratching or for illicit
cooperation or even revenge. Such charges have implica-
tions for more than just the peer review process; the en-
tire integrity of the profession is called into question.
Aware of these criticisms, most peer reviewers lean over
backwards to avoid any appearance of .partiality and many
times end up judging a ,program more stringently than would
other surveyors. Peer review is sometimes criticized for
taking the professionals away from their clinical or adminis-
trative responsibilities of their own programs.

Critics have recommended three improvements in peer
review:

Peers should be chosen by random choice or according
to specific criteria (i.e., areas of specialized com-
petence such as chronic mental illness or child
psychiatry).

Decisions should be based on formal standards and
associated measurements rather than on personal con-
siderations or unspecified professional ethics.

The identitieS of reviewers should be protected by
editing comments which might identify specific
individuals.

The Professional Standards Review Organizations are
a good current example of peer review which, mcriitors all
clinical activity according to criteria set by deer practi-
tioners. The PSRO must assure that the services are medi-
cally necessary, meet professionally recognized standards
and are provided as economically as possible. The PSRO
program, according to Hoek, is a "health professional-
controlled but publicly accountable approach to health
care review. Its basic assumption is that health pro-
fessionals are the most appropriate individuals to
evaluate the quality of medical services and that effec-
tive peer review at the local level is the soundest

9 -4-
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method for assuring the appropriate use of health care
resources and facilities."4 Peer review programs in
mental health should include a wider range of profes-
sionals and paraprofessional workers in addition to
psychiatrists in order to provide for review of all
professional activities.

Sampling method The sampling method uses technical
experts from the state agency to survey programs on an
episodic or regularly scheduled basis to- check,on cer-
tain components of the program's records and procedures.
The sampling or audit is designed essentially to verify
the financial and clinical records and reporting methods
of a program rather than to measure the programS themselves.
The sampling method is less costly than full surveys be-
cause it requires fewer persons. Fewer persons visit the
program although a survey visitor may sometimes stay longer
and become more intimate with the program's operation so
that he may make recommendations for improvement. This
method also requires fewer hours of preparation and sur-
veying time on the part of the service program staff.

COMMON STEPS IN MONITORING

Regardless of the method of monitoring standards, there is

a series of more or less common steps that will be taken in the

overall process.

In preparation for surveying, the state agency develops an

annual schedule, composes and trains its survey team, and sets

the tentative agenda for each visit. The schedule must take into

consideration the work loads of both the standards surveyors

and, the programs to be surveyed, as well as any other crucial

dates such as those set by federal offices, expiration dates

of contracts or grants, renewal dates for licenses, etc.

In most cases once the specific dates for the survey visits

are set, the programs are notified and asked to complete a set

of self-survey forms or to supply certain reports and information
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about the program. These forms and other information materials

are included along with copies of previous survey reports in a

surveyor's packet which is given to the team members to review

in preparation for the visit and to use at the time of the visit.

As the date of the visit nears, a tentative agenda is prepared,

to be finalized at the time of the- visit.

During the survey visit, the initial activity of the survey

team is to meet with key staff and boai'd members of the program.

At this time the team leader reviews the survey procedures and

purposes, and the program staff offers any overview of the pro-

gram's operation and problems. The agenda is reviewed and final-

ized, and specific team assignments and appointments are set.

Frequently team members are assigned some overlapping responsi-

bilities in order to cross-validate the survey results.

The surveying itself may be carried out by observations of

staff activities and procedures and the facilityitself; exami-

nation of program records; interviews with unit heads, program

staff, board members, clients, community persons; and verifica-

tion and elaboration of the information on the self-survey form.

Before leaving the program, the team members individually

rate the services and facilities to which they were assigned

and exchange the data with the other team members. This inter-

change of data, especially in the overlapping areas, serves as

a check of the validity and reliability of the overall survey.
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The team then provides an exit conference with the program's

key staff and perhaps board members, at which time the team

presents its findings, including the program's strengths and

weaknesses. Items that are out of compliance are identified

and discussed with particular attention to a plan of correc-

tion. The review team also makes any overall recommendations

it may have, and encourages the program's staff to ask ques-

tions and offer rebuttal if they wish. All of this is recorded.

After the survey visit, a written repOrt of the survey re-

sults is prepared and bent to the program. The program is re-

quested to prepare a plan of correction to remedy any- deficien-

cies, and this is later approved. Then a follow -up visit is

scheduled at some appropriate time to review the corrections.

It is important that the written report be fed back promptly,

usually within 36 days. This repeats the strengths, weak-

nesses, deficiencies and recommendations that were offered by

the survey team at the exit conference, but it offers confir-

mation which the program may use with its other staff members,

board and other support groups.

The program is also requested to submit a written plan of

correction for any deficiencies and is given a specific time

period within which to submit the plan and to make any correc-

tions. Life endangering deficiencies must usually be corrected

immediately, while other deficiencies- may be scheduled over a

period of time. Costly items are especially likely to require
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a longer time for correction. If the program is not able to

.develop an acceptable plan of.correction by itself, the state

agency usually will offer technical assistance. A follow-up

visit is scheduled within a specified time period after the

corrections are supposed to have been made.

In cases in which' a program is dissatisfied with tha sur-

vey findings or the procedures, there is usually a mechanism

for an appeal hearing. This appeal must be requested within a

.specified time after the program has received the formal written

report. The program may appeal the findings of the survey, the

conduct of the team members or even the validity of the stan-

dards. Not all states permit appeals on the basis of validity

of the-standards because such appeals might be used as disrup-

tive, delaying tactics by individual programs that are not in

compliance. The agency may appoint an officer to investigate

the case, or it may schedule a formal hearing. Usually these

procedures are sufficient to resolve any disagreements, How-

ever, if a program is still in disagreement with the decisions

after exhausting all administrative steps, it generally has

the right to go to court particularly if the decision re-

sults in some significant cost or penalty to the program.

The sanctions that the mental health agency might employ

to encourage a program to come into compliance vary from none

at all to the revocation of the program's license to operate.

They may include persuasion and technical assistance; issuing
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a grading certificate which will allow the program to offer

only limited services; the awarding or withholding of any

discretionary state funds; recommending to federal or third

party egencies that certain funds not be paid or awarded to

the program; and finally, revocation of the license.

EVALUATING THE STANDARDS PROCESS

The validity, reliability and efficiency of the standards

process will be improved if the entire standards operation

is under continual evaluation. Evaluation will weed out

poorly written or inappropriate standards, and it will identify

weak spots or problems in the monitoring process which can be

modified or corrected.

Some of the techniques for evaluating the standards -are:

Reccirding and periodic analysis of all complaints, appeals
and refusals to comply.- These may:reveal real problem areas.

Recording and analysis of all problems presented by moni-
tors, consultants or service programs related to the
standards.

Periodic analysis of the standards themselves to determine
which ones frequently seem to be troublesome, vague or
meaningless. The same might apply to the monitoring pro-
cedures.

Problem areas that may be identified and corrected by

evaluation are:

Standards or procedures that do not produce usable data
for management purposes

Standards that are unmeasurable or irrelevant

Survey schedules or procedures that excessively disrupt
programs
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Inadequate coMmunication of survey results.

Close evaluation of the measures found on specific stan-

dards will provide* hard data on which to refine and sharpeh

the standards. At present there is some criticism that stan-

dards are too often based on consensus judgments with an in-

sufficient data base. Evaluative research of the-data obtained

on standards will provide a ( ,,rive basis for tbe_standards

and also advance the science of the deliVery of mental health

services.

PROBLEMS AND CONFLICTS

As the number and complexity of standards has increased,

the conflicts and confusion have grown more numerous and more

serious. Many of these could be resolved or lessened if the

persons who administer standards were more aware of them and

more sensitive to the problems the conflicts are causing.

Among the specific problems are:

Overlaps and conflicts between the standards of various

agencies and organizations--With all of the various fed-

eral, national and state agencies and organizations that

set and monitor standards, there are bound to be some

overlaps and conflicts. Standards of the various agencies
often apply to the same program components (i.e., facil-

ities, records, support services), but the criteria are
often different or the procedures and interpretations

are different. Sometimes the criteria are actually at

variance with each other, but more often the difficul-

ties are in the procedures and interpretation rather than

in the standards themselves. The programs are then put

in the position of deciding which set of standards to

follow. The state agency can provide assistance by
-e,tablishing rules for which standards shall apply in

the case of conflicts. Florida already does this.
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Often the self-survey forms of the various standards
agencies ask for virtually the same data, but in slightly

. different forms (e.g.., birthdates rather than ages) or for
slightly different time periods (e.g., . September 1 rather
than July 1). These could be made more uniform and still
provide the same useful information.

Frequent changes in the standards or in the monitoring
procedures can be very disruptive to programs that are
trying to stay in compliance. There is need for a con-
siderable measure of stability in standards programs as
well as 'for periodic review and revision. Some program
areas have had especially serious problems with changing
criteria. Drug abuse programs in one state found that
the criteria for program funding had changed from drug-
free care, to therapeutic community, to methodone main-
tenence, to emergency care, to education and prevention--
all in a four-year period. This is an example of rapidly
changing regulations, but the related standards also were
rapidly changing.

Closely related is the problem of continuaZZy upgrading
the requirements of the standards so that the programs
must play an everlasting game of catch-up which they can
never win. This poses special problems1where there are
no concomitant increases in funding or fees to cover the
increasing costs of upgrading the programs. This kind of
problem results when professional and advocacy groups are
able to exert considerable influence on the quality stan-
dards, but have no regard for the expense or funding. The
state agency is in a position to negotiate a balance be-
tween quality and funding in the standards that apply to
the programs over which it has surveillance.

The conflict between quality and cost in standards is
always present, even when the standards remain stable.
This is aggravated by the tendency in medical care to
think only of the 'highest quality of care as being ade-
quate, with almost no regard for the expense. The state
agency must very carefully examine its standards to assure'
that they do indeed represent essential quality items
rather than just protection for certain profess -ions or
traditional values and practices. This involves the con-
sideration of different levels and models of care and
carefully re-examining the basic philosophies and ob-
jectives of the programs.

Some of this conflict can be resolved by field test-
proposed standards and then modifying those that are
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found to be too costly. However, the same process may
be applied after the standards are implemented by, record-
ing and analyzing the costs of complying with the various
standards, and then making appropriate changes at the
time of major standards revisions.

Of course, the state may elect to provide additional
funding to enable the programs to meet the higher quality
standards or provide technical assistance to help progi.ams
become more efficient in meeting the standards with the
available funds.

The cost of preparing for survey visits and hosting the
survey teams is also a problem. Some programs estimate
that it requires as much as 247 man-days a year to fill
out survey forms, host survey teams and prepare-plans of
correction for various sets of standards. This is the
equivalent of one full-time professional person. It is
expensive and often non-productive, particularly when so
much of it is repetition or duplication of what has
already been done for other standards agencies.

The costs might be alleviated by the state agency
taking the initiative in recommending core standards,
common presurvey data and combined monitoring. It should
be possible in most cases for several standards groupsito
accept the monitoring findings of another group, rather
than each doing its own monitoring using its own standards,
forms and procedures. The Joint Commission on the Accredi-
tation of Hospitals is now working on core standards for

all of the standards programs administered by its Psychi-
atric Facilities Council and is exploring the possibility
of core standards for all of its programs. This is a
step in the right direction. The states would do well to
support this effort and to encourage its use with other
standards groups.

Core standards would greatly simplify the whole stan-

dards operation. Common items would be surveyed one time

for all program areas, and only those program elements

which require unique standards items would have their
own standards and survey procedures. Thus there might be

core standards for facilities, clinical records, privacy
and confidentiality, staff development and-Support services
such as pharmacy and dietary services, but specific stan-
dards for the clihical services of drug abuse, emotionally
disturbed children or geriatric psychiatry.
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Another problem results when standards are used for
purposes other than those for which they were intended.
There are many examples of a set of standards developed
for a specific use being, applied to other purposes. The
most prominent current example is the standards of the
Joint Cotmission on the Accreditation of Hospitals, which
were developed for voluntary accreditation, but which are
now being used as the basis for funding decisions by
federal payment agencies. This example is further com-
plicated by the fact that the federal agencies. are requir-
ing not only that the standards of the JCAH be applied,
but that- the programs be accredited by JCAH to be eligible
for the funds. Thus, standards which were designed for
use as a carrot are being used as a stick. This dilemma
can be avoided by clearly thinking through the uses that
will'be made of the standards and then either modifying
the standards and procedures or making provision in the
standards for the flexibility and variations that different
uses require.

Another possible conflict results when the same profes-
sionals who set the standards survey- them. It is prefer-
able to separate these two functions in order to increase
objectivity. In general, program people should decide
which standards are important and what the standards
should be, but surveying should be carried out by a sep-
arate office or team using the standards developed by
the program people, applying more objectivity to the re-
view than might be used by program people serving as
surveyors. This procedure will help identify vague or
ambiguous standards or criteria as well as provide
greater objectivity.

Obviously many of these conflicts may be avoided by

clear thinking and careful planning in the developmental stages

of the standards process, but they can still be detected and

resolved when the standards are evaluated and revised.
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CHAPTER 6

ORGANIZING AND STAFFING

This chapter explores standards patterns, alternative locations

for standards programs within a state's mental health or human

service agency, possible staffing and possible. relationships

with other programs of the agency and wi.zh other state and

national agencies.

The location and organization of a standards program with-

in a state mental health agency will depend on a number of

factors: the philosophy of the agency administrator and his

management team; the uses which are to be made of the standards

program; the overall policy of state government (i.e., the legis-

lature, the governor, the director of budget and administration);

special demands that are being made by courts, advocacy groups,

etc.; and the resources available both in funds and in personnel.

PATTERNS OF STAFFING AND ORGANIZATION

Within a state mental health agency there are many possible

patterns for organizing and staffing a standards program. The'

divergent circumstances in several states preclude the recommenda-

tion of any one pattern over another.

A very basic issue is the matter of centralization versus

----decentral'ization-of-the-standards-programe-The.extremes-are_a,
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strongly centralized office responsible for all standards

and licensing activities within the state's ilhbfeila -depart-

ment of human resources on one hand and no state- standards

office at all on the other. Under the second pattern, the

state mental health agency would simply encourage the various

service programs to take whatever steps are necessary to com-

ply with the standards of outside agencies and organizations.

The monitoring of much of the standards data could be done

through the management information, system with perhaps an

ad hoc committee to review the data for compliance and to

make recommendations for actions to be taken on it. While

such an arrangement is possible, there are some definite dis-

advantages in the lack of visibility and overall coordination.

In general it is recommended that there be at least one person

to assume the responsibility for the standards program--even

if this person does not have a separately designated standards

office or unit.

There are many possible variations between these extremes.

They include:

A central standards program within the mental health
agency itself

A standards program for each of the major program areas
(i.e., alcohol programs, community mental health programs,
mental hospitals, drug abuse programs, mental retardatiJn
programs)

A standards program delegated to regional offices

A standards program that depends on self-monitoring by
the service programs with an occasional sampling visit.
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CENTRALIZED PATTERNS

The advantages inherent in the more centralized patterns

include economy of scale; greater consistency of the standards

and procedures; better coordination of monitoring, data gather-

_ ing and interpretation -; increased visibility and credibility;

better focusing of activities related to programming and com-

pliance; central storage of documentation; increased ability

to resolve disputes about standards; a stronger source for

technical assistance; a more comprehensive standards operation.

However, the centralized pattern has the disadvantages of a

more authoritarian image, greater organizational distance-be-

tween the monitors and the programs, an occasional insensitivity

to local needs and a tendency toward prescription.

DECENTRALIZED PATTERNS

In general decentralized patterns offer the advantages

of broad participation in the standards program, opportunity

to aid internal management and to improve local level adminis-

tration. They have the disadvantages of little regularity in

measuring and interpreting standards, of often having a low

priority, of using persons with relatively less expertise in

standards work, and of using personnel whose time might other-

wise be devoted to local clinical or administrative responsibility.

Both centralized and decentralized patterns offer the option

of employing only a single person. or a staff of personnel to de-

velop and monitor the standards. While it appears to be more
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economical to have a single person, it appears to be nearly

impossible to find someone with expertise in all areas of the

standards process. Using a staff of persons allows each per-

son to specialize in one or more areas and allows a more

collegual, less authoritarian atmosphere.

It is recommended that in either case, the functions of

developing standards be separated from those of monitoring the

standards. Separating the standards development from the mon-

itoring lends credibility and accountability to the standards

program, and removes the likelihood that the monitors will

give good scores'to prove that their standards were appropriate

and well written.

The preferred pattern is to have local program people

develop the standards with some technical assistance from the

standards experts, and then have a smaller group of persons

from the standards office monitor them. These persons can

then be more carefully trained for the task of monitoring and

can be more uniformly objective about their findings.

LOCATION AND ORGANIZATION

There are significant issues in how the standards setting

and monitoring function of a state mental health agency is

organized and how it relates to the rest of the agency, to

other agencies of -state*government and to the field operations

to which the standards are applied.
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The organizational form will depend to a large degree on

the scope of the program. If the standards operation is to

be extensive, it will need relatively independent status. If

its purpose is to be primarily an aid to program development

and staff development, it might be organized in relation to

clinical program services. If its purpose is to be primarily

cost control, it might be organized within the administrative

services. If its purpose is overall compliance with various

national standards and regulations that include standards-, then

the operation might be linked to program evaluation or what-

ever office Manages other quality assurance programs. It is

usually the responsibility of higher management to evaluate

the findings of the surveyors to decide what actions should

be taken, but certain evaluative actions regarding compliance

matters may be delegated to the standards office.

In general, if the standards program is to have signifi-

cant impact, it seems desirable to have a separate office

for standards rather than expecting that standards activities

will be something added on to the duties of another office

on a part-time basis. This is particularly so if the agency

plans to develop and monitor its own standards rather than

simply helping its local operating units come into compliance

with the standards of outside groups. Such an office of stan-

dards might be lodged within one of the major operating divisions

of the agency such as clinical services or administrative ser-

vices--or it might he set up as a separate staff office reporting
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directly to the agency director, much the same as legal

services or public information services often are. The office

will be variously perceived according to where it is lodged

and probably will function with varying priorities depending

on its organizational location.

In a few states in which there is an umbrella agency such

as a Department of Human Resources,-all of the standards and

licensing activities of the entire agency are organized into

.
an Office of Standards and Licensing. This has some definite

advantages -:

1. All of the standards and licensing procedures for
all of the state's human service programs can be
coordinated and simplified. This avoids the all-
too-common problem of local hospitals, mental
health centers, day care programs, etc., having
to be surveyed and approved by several agencies.
One survey- does it all.

2. The office has higher visibility with the public,
the media, the legislature, etc. This tends to in-
crease credibility, but it also may attract more
complaints and law suits.

3. The office can refine its policies and procedures
to a higher level and operate more efficiently than
several separate standards offices in each of the

agencies.

For most states, the standards for mental health are de-

veloped and monitored within the mental health agency. This

poses many organizational options--from having a strongly

centralized standards office for all program' areas (i.e.,

mental hospitals, alcohol and drug abuse programs, mental

health centers) to allowing each program area or even each
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geographic region to have its own standards program. In most

states there will be some kind of centralization so that the

standards are consistent and procedures cause the least in-

conveniencing of the operating programs. This might be just

a clearinghouse through which the proposed standards would

pass and which would coordinate the monitoring visits. Con-

flicting standards and duplicated survey visits could thus

be weeded .out. This may be paired with a system that has

standards surveys at the local levels reporting their data to

the central clearinghouse where it is evaluated and passed on

to management or to other outside organizations which require

the data. This arrangement might allow for more continuous

monitoring and reduce some of the tension about survey visits.

FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Regardless of where the standards program is located, it

will want to establish certain functional relationships to

other parts of the agency.

1. Program services in the initial development of
the standards and in periodic revisions, the stan-
dards office will require inputs and review from
the persons responsible for the appropriate program
areas (mental hospitals, mental health centers,
alcohol or drug programs). In many agencies, the
program services develop the standards. This not
only assures that the standards are operational
and relevant to the program services, but also
makes it more likely that the program services
will support the standards and encourage compli-
ance.

Program services will also be kept informed at
all steps of the monitoring process, especially of
the findings and recommendations for any corrections
required in order to ach =ieve compliance.
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A question arises whether to consolidate the
standards setting and monitoring for each of the
program areas for which the state mental health
agency has responsibility. It is recommended that
these different standards programs be consolidated
into a single standards office whenever possible.
This provides the greatest opportunity for uniform
standards, procedures, interpretations, etc., and
for the greatest efficiency of surveying and manag-
ing the whole standards process. This consolidation
will be especially appreciated by service programs
that have two or more of the program areas within
their operation.

2. Program evaluation The findings of the standards
office will be made available to the program evalu-
ation section since the standards monitoring is
essentially a program evaluation process to assess
how well the programs are functioning in respect
to the standards that are expected to guide them.

3. Staff developmentThe staff development office
will be related to the standards office in 'two
ways:

a) Helping the staff of the programs to under-
stand the standards procedures, the meaning
of compliance, plans of correction, etc.

b) Helping the staff come into compliance on
procedural matters which the standards
monitoring proceSs reveals to be out of
compliance (e.g., helping the staff under-
stand treatment procedures or patient pro-
tection procedures on which surveyors find
they are deficient).

4. Administrative services--The relationship of the stan-
dards office to administrative services will vary de-
pending on the kinds of standards and the major uses
of them. If the standards are facility standards or
administrative standards or if they are being used
primarily for cost control,- there will surely need
to be a close functional relationship to administra-
tive services. Virtually all standards, except clini-
cal treatment standards (PSRO), require some atten-
tion to the administrative structure and procedures
of the program so that there is almost sure to be
some relationship to administrative services within
the state agency, especially in the development and
in revisions of the standards that will apply to the
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facilities and administrative services. The results
of monitoring of these aspects of tie standards will
also be reported back to administrative services.

5. Field-operationsThe field operations (i.e, mental
hospitals, mental health centers, drug- and alcohol
clinics) are the agencies to whom the standards are
applied. The office that has responsibility for
standards should be administratively separate from
the field operations for the administration and
monitoring processes. Ideally, the field operations
personnel will be involved in the initial development
of the standards and in any revisions. They are'the
ideal persons to describe what standardS they believe
to be most appropriate and. significant, and they are
also better able to state the standards in the kind of
operational terms that are most useful for line opera-
tions.

The field operations will, of course, be regularly
involved in communications about survey visits, items
found out of compliance, plans for correction, etc. The
f±eId-operations should also be involved in the evalua-
tion of standards and in any review and revision pro-
cesses.

6. Other- standards - setting groupsThe standards office
will provide a major liaison role with other groups
that set and administer standards such as the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of HogpitaIs, the
various federal agencies and other state licensing or
certifying agencies. Their role will be to coordinate
and simplify the standards procedures and schedules
of all of these various- groups. In some cases these
may-be actual conflicts in-the-standards of-these
various groups, but the greater likelihood is that
there will be conflicting schedules, monitoring pro
cedures, interpretations, etc. An aggressive stan-
dards-office-can-help-simplify some of these con-
flicts that often- seem to be harrassments to the
agencies to whom all of these conflicting standards
and procedures are applied.

STAFFING

There are no firm rules for staffing of a standards pro-

gram. There is no profession uniquely qualified to do stan-

dards development and administration. The work is primarily
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administrative rather than clinical, and so the director of

the standards office or program should be a capable adminis-

trator. However, it is also well to have this person be a

capable- clinician or program administrator who has a brOad

understanding and experience with the program areas to which

the standards will apply. Most of the persons presently in

standards development and administration are experienced

clihicians. Of course the persons who,do the actual survey

visits and who make the ultimate judgments about the degree

to which the programs or facilities are in compliance with

the standards must be persons who are knowledgeable about the

program or facility areas about which they are making the

judgments.

PERSONALITIES OF STANDARDS PROGRAM STAFF

Perhaps more important than the professional training or

experience of the persons who staff the standards program are

their attitudes and personalities. Persons are needed who

are value oriented toward developing and administering stan-

dards so that the programs will be facilitated in coming into

compliance to assure an adequate level of care for the patients.

The role is that of a facilitating administrator rather than

that of control. Yet personnel must be able to make decisions

and take firm actions that may be unpopular although appropriate.

They should be persons who can effectively administer authority,

but should not be compulsive or authoritarian. Otherwise the
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standards program is likely to arouse resentment and resis-

tance from the field.

These persons should not be "therapeutic" in the clinical

sense, but they must be oriented to the uses of education, con-

sultation, encouragement and facilitation. They should be adept

in the uses of recognitibn and reward rather than the use of

control, denial, punishment, literalism and rigidity. They

imust be good listeners with tact and empathy, yet they must be

clear thinkers who understand the technicalities of federal

and state regulations and the. complexities of administrative

law.

They must have the ability to organize their work, meet

deadlines and work comfortably with management. They must also

be systems oriented to envision the whole gamut of purposes,

philosophies, procedures, etc., and be sufficiently analytic

to discriminate the more subtle issues in regard to standards

development and use. Many of these issues are still unclear

in the minds of many writers and administrators, so the per-

son chosen to be a standards administrator must have sufficient

skepticism to effectively question all that is written or spoken

to determine just what is the most appropriate course- to follow

in each particular situation.

The numbers of staff persons needed in the standards office

will vary with the scope of the state agency's responsibilities
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(that is, whether it has mental retardation, alcohol and drug

abuse, as well as mental health responsibilities) and the ex-

tent of standards usage within the agency. Staffing will also

depend on what method is used for monitoring. If the cadre of

survey visitors is full-time in this work, the standards pro-

gram will be somewhat larger than if the surveyors are recruited

temporarily from peer programs or if self-evaluation is the

method chosen.



GLOSSARY' OF TERMS

Administration - The conducting or directing of a program.
It includes participation in deciding the objective:s and
obtaining the resources as well as carrying out a program
once it is set in place. Syn: management.

Advocacy Groups - Organizations which lobby and work on be-
half of specific programs. In the case of mental health
programs, the advocacy groups are such organiations,as-
the mental health associations and the associations for
retarded citizens.

Compliance - The act of coming into accordance with a stan-
dard or regulation.

Continuing education - Training activities to-Update or
deepen competencies for staff persons who have previously
completed their basic professional education. Such train-
ing may be provided by educational institutions or by
operating agencies.

Management - The conducting or directing of a program. In
this document "management" is used synonomously with
"administration."

Monitor - To provide surveillance for operating compliance.

Norm- A designated measure of average performance. There
are several methods for calculating the average.

Prufessional Standards Review Organizations - Local organi-
zations of professional persons, usually physicians, estab-
lished by federal law to develop and monitor the clinical
practice offered to hospitalized patients.

Program - A mental health service entity operated directly
by the state mental health agency or by a local board
which has some responsibility to the state agency.

Program evaluation = Systematic efforts to determine the
effectiveness, efficiency or side effects of a program.

Regulations - Formally developed and officially promulgated
cUxectives for the conduct of clinical.or administrative
activities to which they apply. Regulations are generally
issued in some kind of official register (e.g., the Federal
Register) and assume the force of law.
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Reliability - The quality of being dependably reported
in the same way by all observers and at all times.

.Staff development - Activities to improve the competence
and efficiency of the manppwer of a_program or agency.
It includes training activities and other activities
to improve functional efficiency.

Standard - A statement describing the level of specifica-
tion or performance against which, one can measure physical
plant, individual effort, functional activities or organi-
zational achievement.

Input standards - Standards which spell out the required
resources which are presumed to assure a certain quality
of program. These may be set in terms of staffing-,
equipment or facilities.

Process standards - Standards which specify clinical or
administrative procedures which are presumed to assure a
certain quality of program.

Outcome standards - Standards which specify the results
and levels of accomplishment for clinical and administra-
tive effectiveness of a program

Survey - To formally inspect or examine in order to gather
information to ascertain the level of performance on
standard items.

Technical assistance - Provision of specialized expertise
to persons in operating positions. This expertise may be
provided through a variety of mechanisms(e.g., consulta-
tion, workshops, special training, etc.).

Validity - The quality of soundly representing what an item
claims to be representing.
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APPENDIX A

MEMBERS OF THE-COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

ALABAMA

Ms. Kathryn Shanks
Chief of Special Projects
Division of Mental Illness
Department of Mental Health
502 Washington Avenue
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

ARKANSAS

Morris Middleton, Ph.D.
Director of Research and

Development
Arkansas Mental Health

Services
4313 West Markham Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

FLORIDA

Dr. Harold L. Buell
Mental Health Analyst
Department of Health and

Rehabilitation Services
1323 Winewood Boulevard
Tallahassee, Florida- 32301

GEORGIA

Donald Aronoff
Alcohol and Drug Section
618 Ponce de Leon Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

Alan Ziglin, Ph.D.
Assistant Chief, Evaluation,

Standards and Planning
Department of Human Resources.
Division of Mental illealth and

Mental Retardation
47 Trinity Avenue, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
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KENTUCKY

William T. Burkett
Director, Division for
Licensing and Regulation

Bureau for Administration
and Operation

107 Bridge Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

tOUISIANA

Dr. Ronald Pryer
Central Louisiana- State

Hospital
Post Office Box 31
Pineville, Louisiana 71360

MARYLAND

Dr. Robert L. Campbell
Director of Research and

Program Evaluation
Department of Health and
Mental Hygiene

Room 608
201 West Preston Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Cecil R., Wurster, Chief
Statistical Program Develop-

ment Branch
Division of Biometry
National Institute of Mental

Health
Parklawn Building, Room 18C -26-
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852

Benjamin Liptzin, M.D.
Evaluation Branch
Office of Program Develop-

ment and Analysis
National Institute of Mental

Health
Rockville, Maryland 20852



MISSISSIPPI

Bradley Sanders
-program Specialist
Division of Community Services
Mississippi Department of

Mental Health
614 Robert E. Lee Building
Jackson, Mississippi 39207

NORTH CAROLINA

Hugh Hargett, Director
Division of Mental Health

Services
Planning and Evaluation

Section
325 North Salisbury Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

Jean H. Thrasher, Ph.D.
Office of Quality Assurance
St. Elizabeth Hospital
Washington, D.C. 20032
(Formerly with the North
Carolina Department of
Mental Health)

SOUTH CAROLINA

Racine D. Brown, Ph.D.
Director, Division of Pro-

gram Development
Department of-Mental Health
P.O. Box 485
Columbia, South Carolina 29202

TENNESSEE

James C. White, Ph.D.
Director of Program Evaluation

and Internal Audit
5th Floor, Capitol Boulevard

Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
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Mrs. Maleta Bratcher, R.N.
Director of Audit Services
Tennessee Department of
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation

300 Cordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

TEXAS

Daniel M. Sheehan, Ph.D.
Chief, Program Analysis and

Statistical Research
Texas Department of Mental

Health and Mental Retardation
P.O. Box 12668, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

VIRGINIA

Paul R. Ahr, Ph.D.
Assistant Commissioner
Planning, Evaluation and
Training

Department of Mental Health
and Mental Retardation

P.O. Box 1797
Richmond, Virginia 23214

Donald Biskin, Ph.D.
Department of Mental Health

and Mental Retardation
P.O. Box 1797
Richmond, Virginia 23214

WEST VIRGINIA

Jane- D. Neal, Director
West Virginia Mental Health
Licensing Program

1800 Washington Street, East
Charleston, West Virginia 25305



OTHER PERSONS WHO PARTICIPATED IN TASK FORCES OF THE PROJECT

Mr. Barry Thompson
Texas Department of Mental Health

and Mental Retardation
Box 12668, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Robert Winn, Ph.D.
Assistant Deputy Commissioner

for Community Services
Texas Department of Mental

Health and Mental Retardation
P.O. Box 12668, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

David G. Putnam, Ph.D.
Associate Director for Program

Research and Development
Georgia Mental Health Institute
1256 Briarcliff Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30306

Donald A. Lund, Ph.D.
Director, Bureau of Program

Evaluation
State Department. of Mental
Hygiene

Division of Standards, Inspection
and Program Evaluation

44 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12229

Martin Sundel, Ph.D.
Director of Research and

Evaluation
River Region Mental Health/
Mental Retardation Board

P.O. Box 388
669 River City Mall
Louisville, Kentucky 40201
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APPENDIX B

SURVEY OF STANDARDS 'DEVELOPMENT AND USE IN STATE
MENTAL HEALTH AGENCIES OF THE SOUTH

INTRODUCTION

In early 1976, the Mental Health Program of the Southern
Regional Education Board (SREB) did a survey of the develop-
ment and use of standards in the mental health agencies of
the 14 Southern states.* This survey was one activity of a
project to develop better guidelines for the use of state
level standards by state mental health agencies conducted
under contrgbt with the Office of Program Planning and Eval-
uation of the National Institute of Mental Health (Contract
No. ADM-42-74-90(OP) ). The survey was designed to gather
information about each state's present stage of the develop-
ment and use of state standards, the types of standards in
use and the values and philosophical assumptions associated
with those standards. It also asked for information about
the staff and budgets committed to the development and moni-
toring of standards and any recommendations for problems that
were being encountered.

Because the responsibilities for various aspects of mental
health programs are split among several different agencies in
some states, the survey received information from a total of
19 different agencies in the 14 states. Responses contain
data on the mentalliealth programs of all states(14), the
mental retardation programs of 11 states, and drug abuse pro-
grams of 9 states, and the alcohol abuse programs of 8 states.
A 'survey form was used for nine of the states. The remainder
were reached by telephone or in person. Whenever possible,
even those states that responded on the survey form were
called by telephone to obtain further explanation of specific
items.

This report examines the responses of the 14-state region
as a whole and does not attempt to summarize individual states
or to draw any conclusions about a specific state. The descrip-
tion and analysis that follow provide-an information baseline
about existing state level standards activities. It will also
aid in the production of alternative suggestions for how a
state level mental health standards program or office might
be staffed and organized and how the standards process may be
used most effectively for management purposes.

*Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Virginia and West Virginia



STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT

The state mental health agencies were asked to indicate
the present stage of development of their standards programs.
All 14 states are in some stage of standards development.
(Table 1).

1. Mental hospital standards For mental hospitals, four
have their own standards in operation and five more
are operating with the standards of the Joint Commission
on the Accreditation of Hospitals (JCAH). One of these
five is presently developing its own standards in addi-

tion to those of JCAH. Five more states are in the early
stages of developing state standards.

2. Community mental health centers--With respect to the
community mental health centers, eight now have their
own standards in operation, and an additional three
will use or are considering the use of the JCAH stan-
dards that are now being developed for community men-

tal health centers. In almost every state in which
standards are in operation, there is also monitoring.
Three states are still in the early stages of planning

and development.

3. Drug abuse programs All nine states reporting for drug
abuse programs have standards for drug abuse programs in
development or use. In seven states these are being
monitored. In one state these standards are those of

the JCAH and two other states are considering using the

JCAH standards for their own. Standards are required

by the federal government.

4. Alcohol treatment programs--Of the eight states in which
there were reports from the alcohol programs, six are
being monitored. Here, too, there are strong federal

expectations.

5. Mental retardation, institutions--(11 states) Three

states have state standards in operation and two more

have them in development. One state uses the JCAH stan-
dards and two otherg which have no present plans are
considering using the JCAH standards as their own.

6. Mental retardation, community programs--(11 states)
All states reporting on community mental retardation
programs have standards: in operation (6); in develop-

ment (3); or in early planning (2).
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Looking at the entire table, all the states report that
they are -planning., developing or using either their own or
JCAH standards. Although two states presently have no plans
for standards for their institutions for the mentally re-
tarded, they are considering the use of JCAH standards.

USESOF STANDARDS

The survey inquired about what uses were being made of
the standards. In all program areas, the three major reported
uses of standards (Table II) are correction of deficiencies,
third party payment requirements and program development. Be-
cause the top three uses all received the same mean score,
this rank ordering is derived by comparison with the order-
ing that the states gave the basic purposes of their stan-
dards (Table III).

The use of standards for program evaluation was accorded
high priority by community mental health centers and drug
abuse programs, while drug abuse, alcohol treatment and com-
munity retardation programs agave the use of standards for
licensing a high ranking. One reason for the high use of
standards for evaluation is that federal law requires evalu-
ation. Although of little importance to other programs, men-
tal hospitals ranked accreditation as one of their two most
important uses of standards. The states explain that accredi-
tation is necessary to receive third party and federal reim-
bursements, and that it can be used as one way to reduce
liability in court cases.

BASIC PURPOSES

Mental health, mental retardation, drug abuse and alcohol
abuse programs reported that the three most important pur-
poses of their standards program are: to protect the health
and safety of the patients; to systematically identify pro-
gram deficiencies; and to assure that the programs obtain
all the federal and other third party funds to which they
are entitled. Mental health and mental retardation listed
their next priority purposes as guiding program development
and assuring the public of program quality. Drug abuse and
alcohol abuse programs rank the purposes differently, giving
staff development and program development as the next two
priorities.

Some states reported that responding to the SREB survey
was the first time professionals from all four of the mental
health program areas had mutually discussed the purposes and
associated philosophies of their respective programs.
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TABLE I

PRESENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT OF STATE LEVEL STANDARDS
BY PROGRAM AREAS

PROGRAM AREAS: Mental
Hospitals

Community
Mental
Health -Programs-
Programs

Drug
Abuse

Alcohol -Insti=
_Treatment
Programs

tutions
for the
Mentally
,Retarded

Community
Mental
Retardation
Programs

STAGE

1. No plans 3a 3c
0 0 3e 0-

2. Early planning 6 1 2 1 3- 2

3. In development 0 2 2 2 2 3

4. In operation 4b 8 9d 8 3 6

5. Being monitored 3f 6 7f 6 2 5

6. No-answer, not
applicable, or 1

unknown

0 1 3 3 3

Key:

a The numbers in each cell indicate the number of states giving that answer.

b Five additional states -3 states with no further plans for developing state
standards; 1 state using JCAH standards but is considering additional-state_
standards; and 1 state reported that it was using JCAH standards, but did
not give any additional information.

c Three additional states are considering or have committed themselves to use
the proposed JCAH's community mental health center standards.

d One state is using JCAH standards and two are considering JCAH standards as
their own.

e One state is using and two other states are considering using JCAH-standards
and have no plans to develop their own.

f. The totals include those states that are using JCAH standards as state standards.
Some states whose programs are actually being monitored did not report that the
states were doing the=monitoring because JCAH and not a state agency monitoxs
their state programs. Refer to b, c, and d above.
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TABLE II

USES OF STANDARDS AND/OR MONITORING INFORMATION
FOR SIX PROGRAM-AREAS

PROGRAM
AREAS

USES
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1. Correction of deficiencies
2. Third party payment require-

ments
3. Program development
4. Program evaluation
5. Licensing
6. Funding**
7. Staff development
8. Accreditation
9. Staffing 1

6

8

7

4

5

5

5

=8

4

8

8

8

9

5

4

5

2

2

9
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9
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7
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5
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4

5

7
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6

6

6

3

4

D. States not having standards,
not answering or question- 3 3 2 4 4 4

labe.

*Frequency of states responding to uses. This includes
responses for states using JCAH standards as state standards.

**Funding: The use of standards to determine the size of budget
allocations or reallocations by the state to programs dependent
on the level of standards being met.
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Statements explaining the purposes and philosophies ranged
from 'in-development" and "not applicable" to fuller explana-
tions. One state said, "The primary reason for our department
in developing standards is to insure the quality of care re-
ceived by patients in mental health and mental retardation
programs, to diagnose program weaknesses, and to provide
assistance in correcting deficiencies. Standards will pro-
vide the frame of reference for their diagnostic and pre-
scriptive activities." Another program wrote, "The reason
or philosophy underlying the five choices is the assumption
that people who are retarded are people first, and are en-
titled to the same rights and privileges as the normal popu-
lation. The above selections rest on the premise that health
and safety are key factors in whether or not benefit is de-
rived from programming which meets certain professionally
pre-determined levels of adequacy."

"The standards are based upon the fundamental
assumptions that alcoholism is an illness and
persons who suffer from problems related to its
use are entitled adequate and appropriate care.
They set the minimal acceptable requirements
which programs must meet and are used as a tool

for evaluating program effectiveness and monitor-
ing program activities to assure quality control."

"This answer is not really accurate, as what this
agency wants is not necessarily what the state
legislature and other higher authority requires.
The abOVe answers represent the latter (reality!).rn-

MONITORING

As indicated in Table 1, the majority of states that
have standards are monitoring them. A wide variety of moni-
toring procedures are used, although the greatest number of

states and program areas responding (7 -) reported using some

form of review by the staff of a central office. Four states

- rely on monitoring by an outside agency, which in three cases

is JCAH. In the fourth case, the state contracts with a medi-

cal association to monitor treatment. Peer review and moni-
toring by regional office teams are each used by two states

or program areas. A few states reported the use of self-

monitoring with reports being sent to the state agency, and
spot checks are then used for selected programs.

Almost all monitoring is performed annually, but one state

visits some of its programs quarterly. The majority of re-

spOndents report that additional site visits are scheduled if
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a program is not in compliance. In some states monthly or
quarterly progress reports are required from each program.*

Nine states report some degree of cooperation or coordi-
nation in the monitoring among program areas and/or agencies
within their boundaries. In five of these states, cooperation
is of a formal nature: one state coordinates all surveys for
Titles XVIII and XIX, another for Title XX; one has set up a
departmental coordination committee; and one has established
a licensure consortium prototype. Coordination of standards
and monitoring is being developed in two other states and
exists informally in two more states. One state's standards
program formally serves two program areas while informally
serving the other two.

When asked if they would use standard even if they were
not required to, over 75 percent of the 'survey respondents
gave an affirmative answer and offered the -uses to which
standards would be put. The majority of the remainder gave
some positive indication, but offered no explanation. The
states said they would use. standards to develop programs,
improve communications between the state agency staff and
service providers, provide a reference point against which
to measure program progress, alleviate fears cf partiality
in measurement, bring a degree of uniformity to definitions
and operating procedures, evaluate programs, assure quality
and qualify for third party payments,

Currently 10 states are setting and monitoring standards
under state enabling legislation, one state has an enabling
act pending in the legislature, two are operating under ad-
ministrative directives, and, one's authority for standards
is unknown.

BUDGET

Ten states reported their approximate annual budgets for
standards. Figures are approximate for many states because
the appropriation for standards is not listed separately in
their budgets but may be included in a departmental office
or as part of a standards and licensing program that covers
more than generic mental health.

*The number of states or program areas using these methods
is not clear from the survey responses.



TABLE III

BASIC PURPOSES INVOLVED IN STATE MENTAL HEALTH. AGENCIES' STANDARDS

Standards best serve to:

1. Protect the health and safety of the patient.

2. Act as a useful tool for systematically identifying pro-
gram deficiencies and developing plans for correcting them.

3. Assure an agency's programs obtain all of the federal funds
to which they are entitled.

1-1
4. Guide the develops, t of programs.o
5. Assure the public of a program's quality.

6. Guide training and development of staff.

7. Obtain minimal compliance from staff and programs.

--8. Reduce an agency's vulnerability to liability.

9._ Describe-program and staff activities for planning
and evaluation.

188

Total number of states responding ***

Mental_-

Health

Mental

Retardr_
ation

Drug I_

Abuse=-
Alcohol
Abuse-

f* f f "f

14** 10 8 8

9 9 6 6

9 6 6 5

8 7 4 4

8 6 5 4

6 4 6- 5

6 4 3 3

4 4 3 3

4 2 3 2

14 11 9 8

* Frequency of responses
** Numbgr of states who feel that the statement reflects a basic value or philosophical assumption which

forms the foundation of their agencies' processes.
*** Note: The number of states ranking each statement of purpose should be compared to the total number of

states responding in each program area in order to produce an appropriate comparison-between program
areas.
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Standards budgets ranged from $20,000 to $320,000, with
four estates annually spending more than $120,000 for stan-
dards and six spending less than $60,000. The mean expendi-
ture is $103,000 and the median expenditure is $53,000.

STAFFING

A total of 103.5 people-including 27 part-time staff and
5 Volunteers, are involved_in the standards operations in 13
states. Staff size ranges from one part-time person to 26
full-!!Ame staff members. Four states utilize 11 or more
staff members, while nine states each have fewer than eight
staff members assigned to standards. One state did not re-
port its standards staffing. The mean for the 13 states is
7.9 persons and the median is six.

Of the 38 standards administrators reported by survey re-
spondents, halt held master's degrees (Table IV). Administra-
tors with doctoral degrees and those who are doctors of medi-
cine made up the next two largest groups. Only two adminis-
trators hold baccalaureate degrees.

The largest number of administrators are psychologists,
followed by medical doctors and social workers (Table V).
The reported professional backgrounds of all administrators
represent 10 professions.

Administrator's annual salaries ranged from $12,000 to
$40,000, with a median of $20,000 arid a mean of $22,100
(Table VI).

STRUCTURE AND ORGANIZATION

In the winter of 1975-76, the 14 Southern states varied
widely in their organizational structures. Seven of the
states had grouped their mental health services into a larger
agency (often named Human Resources) to provide more compre-
hensive and integrated human services delivery. El -even of

the states submitted organizational charts that located the
office which has the major responsibility for mental health
standards.

The functional ties of the standards office to other offices
dealing with program evaluation, planning, the information
system and fiscal responsibilities can be divided into relation-
ships of high, medium and low or no intensity (Tab -le VII). High
intensity relationships were characterized by survey comments
such as "an excellent relationship" and "works closely."
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Medium intensity relationships were characterized by state-.
ments like "indirect but not formal contact." Statements
such as "in development" and "what relationship?" character-
ized low or no intensity relationships.

Relationships of the state standards program to groups out-
side their organization primarily concentrate on federal
agencies, JCAH and state fire and health officials. Seven
states or program areas responding to the survey attempt to
incorporate federal standards in the state standards, one
has the regional office of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare kb-View draft comments, and one state that
has no standards office directs its programs to comply with
federal standards. Several respondents reported that they
are in close touch with both the federal regional offices
and JCAH.- Six respondents incorporated JCAH standards into
their own manual or urged their programs to work toward JCAH
accreditation, while two more use JCAH standards as guide-
lines or references. Although several states accept the
results of monitoring done by state or local fire- and health
officials and do not attempt to set their own standards for
these areas, seven statewide sets of mental health standards
incorporate the standards set by those officials.

Other than public hearings held on proposed standards, the

relationship of state or program area-standards-personnel with
the public is scanty. One statesslIegislation provides for a
patient advocate; one program area incorporated the standards
of a professional group in its manual; and one state receives
input from regional planning councils.

TABLE IV

DEGREE LEVEL OF EDUCATION FOR STATE-LEVEL
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATORS

Degree Level

Master
Doctorate
Doctor of Medicine
Bachelor
Other (Specialty Degree)

TOTAL

132

14 1

Number Percent

18 50

10 26

7 18

2 4

1 2

38 100



TABLE V

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND OF STATE-LEVEL
STANDARDS ADMINISTRATORS

Profession- Number Percent

Psychology 9 24
Medicine (Doctor) 7 18
Social Work 5 13
Education 3 8
Others* 14 37

TOTAL 38 100_

*The "others" category included administration, communications,
counseling, nursing, pharmacy, statistics and'six unknowns.

TABLE VI

SALARY RANGES FOR STATE-LEVEL ADMINISTRATORS BY PROFESSION

Profession Salary Range Median Mean

Psychology $35,000-12,000 $17,500 $19,700
Medicine (Doctor) 40,000-35,000 37,500 37,500
Social Work 22,000-12,000 20,000 18,000
Education 25,000-18,000 21,500 21,500
Others* 30,000-12,000 19,300 19,300

*Others, as defined in Table V.

TABLE VII

LEVEL OF INVOLVEMENT OF STANDARDS PERSONNEL WITH
PERSONNEL IN FOUR OTHER MANAGEMENT AREAS

Area of Management Areas Level of Involvement

High Medium Low or None

Program evaluation 6 4 4

Planning 4 4 6-

Fiscal 3 4 7

Information Systet -0 5 9
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The survey results showed surprisingly less intense ,

relationships than would be expected with the four manage-
ment areas of program evaluation, planning, fiscal manage-
ment and the management information systems. The majority
of the standards personnel involvement was medium,low or
none for all four management activities. No state reported
high involvement with the management information system.
Some of the reports of low or no involvement can be attri-
buted to states which have no standards or are in the pro-
cess of developing them.

Six states said that the standards administrator is a
part of the management team at the agency level. Four states
said he is not and three states gave no answer. One state
reported that the standards administrator for mental retarda-
tion is on the management team, but the standards administra-
tor for mental health is not.

Robert H. Heighton, Jr.
Director, Program Evaluation Project
Southern Regional Education Board
130 Sixth Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30313
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